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SOLVING THE PROCEDURAL PUZZLES OF THE TEXAS HEARTBEAT ACT AND ITS IMITATORS: THE POTENTIAL FOR DEFENSIVE LITIGATION

Charles W. “Rocky” Rhodes* & Howard M. Wasserman**

ABSTRACT

The Texas Heartbeat Act (SB8) prohibits abortions following detection of a fetal heartbeat, a constitutionally invalid ban under current Supreme Court precedent. But the law adopts a unique enforcement scheme—it prohibits enforcement by government officials in favor of private civil actions brought by “any person,” regardless of injury. Texas sought to burden reproductive-health providers and rights advocates with costly litigation and potentially crippling liability.

In a series of articles, we explore how SB8’s exclusive reliance on private enforcement creates procedural and jurisdictional hurdles to challenging the law’s constitutional validity and obtaining judicial review. This piece explores defensive litigation, in which a rights holder violates the law, gets sued (usually in state court), and raises the law’s constitutional invalidity as a defense, asking the court to dismiss the enforcement action. The article compares numerous similar situations in which constitutional rights must be litigated defensively. It then examines the processes through which SB8 challenges can be litigated defensively; these include how providers might trigger a lawsuit, the role of “friendly” plaintiffs in bringing suit, limitations on state standing, and avenues to reach the Supreme Court of the United States for final review.
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THE Texas Heartbeat Act, 1 enacted in 2021 as Texas Senate Bill 8 (SB8), prohibits abortions after detection of a fetal-heartbeat. 2 This effectively prohibits abortions after five to six weeks of pregnancy (often before a person is aware of the pregnancy), a category comprising as much as 90% of prior abortions in the state. 3 The law is clearly constitutionally invalid under the Supreme Court’s prevailing reproductive-freedom jurisprudence, under which states cannot prohibit abortions prior to fetal viability, 4 at twenty-three to twenty-six weeks. 5 Unless the Supreme Court overrules Roe v. Wade 6 and Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey 7 or modifies the scope of reproductive freedom—as the Court was asked in October Term 2021 8—this is not

---

2. See HEALTH & SAFETY § 171.203.
a close constitutional question as a matter of judicial precedent.

But courts cannot answer that not-close substantive question without solving a series of procedural puzzles. SB8 prohibits public enforcement of the new ban—no state government or officer can bring an enforcement proceeding.9 The law creates a private cause of action empowering “any person,“ regardless of injury, stake, or personal connection to any abortion, to sue a provider or other person who performs or aids or abets any post-heartbeat abortion. “Any person” can recover statutory damages of not less than $10,000 per prohibited abortion, attorney’s fees, and injunctive relief.10 The law imposes crippling financial consequences on reproductive-health providers and reproductive-freedom advocates who assist pregnant people in obtaining abortion services by providing information, funding, and other support. The actual or threatened financial burden—through money judgments and the cost of defending a wave of litigation—prompts them to stop providing and supporting abortion services on the risk of financial liability and bankruptcy, making it difficult for patients to obtain abortion services and information in the state.11

Courts adjudicate constitutional questions, and decide on a law’s constitutional validity, in two postures: offensive (which we might label pre-enforcement, preemptive, or anticipatory) or defensive (which we might label enforcement or coercive). Challenges to most abortion regulations follow an offensive path. Reproductive-health providers (doctors, nurses, clinics), patients, reproductive-rights advocacy organizations, or reproductive-freedom supporters12 sue in federal district court as soon as, if not before, an abortion restriction takes effect; the defendant is the state executive officer responsible for enforcing the law (such as the attorney general or the head of the state’s department of health and human services); and the suit seeks a declaratory judgment that the law is constitutionally invalid and an injunction prohibiting the defendant officer from enforcing the law against the plaintiff.13

SB8 upended that strategy. In July 2021—after the law’s enactment but before its effective date—a collection of reproductive-health providers, doctors, and reproductive-rights advocates led by Texas-founded Whole Woman’s Health pursued the ordinary litigation strategy, suing numerous government officials and others in federal court. Following a series of

9. TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 171.207(a).
10. See id. § 171.208(a)–(b).
12. For simplicity, we use “providers” to cover reproductive-health providers, patients, rights holders, and reproductive-freedom advocates and supporters who might be subject to SB8 suits and who might seek to challenge the constitutional validity of the heartbeat ban.
procedural rulings through multiple levels of the federal judiciary, a grant of certiorari before judgment, and expedited briefing and argument, a divided Supreme Court in Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson allowed limited offensive claims against one set of government officials while rejecting others.\textsuperscript{14}

Critics argue that SB8 prevents federal courts from performing their essential function of stopping “Texas’s brazen defiance of the rule of law and the federal constitutional rights to which Texans are entitled.”\textsuperscript{15} SB8 stymies “traditional mechanisms of federal judicial review,”\textsuperscript{16} evades “effective judicial protection of rights in federal and state court,”\textsuperscript{17} and strips “citizens of the ability to invoke the power of the federal courts to vindicate their rights.”\textsuperscript{18} The law represents a “deliberate attempt to thwart ordinary mechanisms of federal judicial review,”\textsuperscript{19} while “transform[ing] the state courts from a forum for the protection of rights into a mechanism for nullifying them.”\textsuperscript{20}

The Whole Woman’s Health dissenters furthered these themes. Chief Justice Roberts complained that “Texas has employed an array of stratagems designed to shield its unconstitutional law from judicial review,”\textsuperscript{21} with its purpose and effect to “nullify this Court’s rulings.”\textsuperscript{22} Justice Sotomayor argued that SB8 “is structured to thwart review and result in ‘a denial of a hearing.’”\textsuperscript{23} And she criticized the majority for “reward[ing] the State’s efforts at nullification,”\textsuperscript{24} thereby “betray[ing] not only the citizens of Texas, but also our constitutional system of government.”\textsuperscript{25}

It overstates the matter to claim SB8 insulates itself from constitutional challenge. The heightened rhetoric surrounding the law illustrates how providers, advocates, and reproductive-rights supporters—and the Supreme Court dissenters—have been “hypnotized” by the law’s procedural challenges,\textsuperscript{26} conflating the law’s obvious substantive defects with valid, if complex, procedural rules. In the first article in this series, we explain

\begin{itemize}
\item 14. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 531, 538–39; infra notes 65–68 and accompanying text.
\item 15. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief - Class Action, supra note 3, ¶¶ 18–19.
\item 18. Complaint, supra note 16, ¶ 15.
\item 20. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 17, at 4.
\item 21. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 543 (Roberts, C.J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
\item 22. Id. at 545.
\item 23. Id. at 548 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).
\item 24. Id. at 551.
\item 25. Id. at 546.
\end{itemize}
why the Whole Woman’s Health majority was correct in rejecting most (but not all) offensive challenges to SB8, while suggesting other targets and strategies for offensive litigation having potential but requiring some patience.27 SB8 limits, but does not prevent, providers from obtaining offensive pre-enforcement relief in federal court. But “those seeking to challenge the constitutionality of state laws are not always able to pick and choose the timing and preferred forum for their arguments.”28

The solution is defensive litigation, a common, often required, available, and sufficient posture for vindicating some constitutional rights.29 A provider performs or enables a statutorily prohibited abortion; “any person” sues that provider in state court; and the provider defends that SB8’s prohibition on post-heartbeat abortions is constitutionally invalid and an invalid law cannot provide the basis for civil liability, requiring the court to dismiss the action.

That process continues as to SB8 as of this writing. Dr. Alan Braid, a Texas physician, published an op-ed in the Washington Post announcing that he had performed one first-trimester, post-heartbeat abortion.30 Three lawsuits followed,31 setting the necessary test cases and the opportunity to present SB8’s constitutional invalidity as a defense to liability.

This analysis of defensive litigation extends beyond Texas and SB8. Other states have introduced, considered, or threatened copycat laws on abortion32 and firearm possession,33 and the structure can extend to a host of substantive rights, as Justice Kavanaugh worried during oral


28. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 537.

29. See Wasserman & Rhodes, supra note 27, at 1049–50, 1102. But see Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 547 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).


Today it is abortion providers and those who assist them; tomorrow it might be gun buyers who face liability for every purchase. Churches could be hauled into far-flung courts to defend their religious practices because someone somewhere disagrees with them. Same-sex couples could be sued by neighbors for obtaining a marriage license. And Black families could face lawsuits for enrolling their children in public schools.35

As Justice Sotomayor closed her *Whole Woman’s Health* dissent:

New permutations of S. B. 8 are coming. In the months since this Court failed to enjoin the law, legislators in several States have discussed or introduced legislation that replicates its scheme to target locally disfavored rights. What are federal courts to do if, for example, a State effectively prohibits worship by a disfavored religious minority through crushing “private” litigation burdens amplified by skewed court procedures, but does a better job than Texas of disclaiming all enforcement by state officials? Perhaps nothing at all, says this Court.36

Justice Sotomayor’s dire warnings about “this madness”37 aside, neither SB8 nor its imitators succeed in avoiding judicial review or determinations of their constitutional invalidity. To be sure, SB8 is extreme. Its substantive rule blatantly contradicts prevailing judicial precedent; the universe of potential plaintiffs is unbounded; the procedural rules are unfavorable; and potential liability is steep. The chilling effect of having to violate the law and await enforcement to pursue either path imposes a genuine burden on providers, advocates, and their pregnant patients.

But the difference is of degree, not kind. SB8’s extremity affects its constitutional validity; it should not affect the process through which that validity is litigated and adjudicated. A proper understanding of defensive litigation as a mechanism for judicial review, including its historical and successful use in other areas, demonstrates the point. This article shows how defensive litigation can and should proceed, successfully, in challenging SB8 and its imitators and in stopping their enforcement.

II. A HISTORY OF THE TEXAS HEARTBEAT ACT

SB8 does not represent the first attempt to utilize private civil litigation to stop or limit abortion. Some states allow a patient to sue a provider for damages resulting from her abortion.38 In the 1990s, anti-choice activists

34. See Transcript of Oral Argument, *supra* note 17, at 72–75 (questions from Justice Kavanaugh).
37. *Id.* at 545.
organized campaigns to target providers with medical malpractice, wrongful death, informed consent, and similar civil claims. The goal was to use actual or threatened litigation, liability, and damages to increase malpractice-insurance costs, making it prohibitively expensive to provide abortion services or driving providers from the field. These efforts differ from SB8 in that they involved ordinary tort claims, in which the plaintiff was the patient or the patient’s survivor seeking to remedy a cognizable medical injury. This strategy did not achieve the desired comprehensive restriction on abortion, and anti-choice activists abandoned it in favor of direct attacks on Roe and Casey.

Nor does SB8 represent the first example of expansive citizen standing authorizing “any person” to sue, regardless of any personal injury, interest, or connection to the challenged conduct. California tried this in its consumer-protection statutes, although supplementing rather than displacing public enforcement.

SB8 combines exclusivity, private enforcement, and broad citizen standing. By melding exclusive private enforcement with an unbounded “any person” cause of action, Texas sought to achieve three things: prevent providers from pursuing offensive pre-enforcement injunctive litigation; allow the threat of massive litigation and liability to chill the exercise of constitutional rights; and compel compliance with a clearly constitutionally invalid law pending the initiation and completion of defensive litigation.

A. SB8

The following key provisions of SB8 inform this Article:

1. Substantive Provisions

SB8 requires a reproductive-health provider to examine a patient for a “detectable fetal heartbeat,” then prohibits the provider from performing the abortion if either a fetal heartbeat is detected or the test has not been performed, except in cases of medical emergency. Liability extends to those who (1) perform or induce a prohibited abortion; (2) knowingly


40. Ziegler, supra note 39.

41. Ziegler, supra note 11, at 130.


44. TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. §§ 171.203–171.205. SB8 also requires physicians to keep records regarding these determinations. See id. §§ 171.008, 171.203(d), 171.205(b)–(c).
engage “in conduct that aids or abets the performance or inducement of an abortion,” including through financial support for the abortion; and (3) “intend” to perform, induce, or aid a prohibited abortion.\textsuperscript{45} It is irrelevant whether an individual engaging in, or intending to engage in, aiding-or-abetting conduct “knew or should have known that the abortion would be performed or induced in violation” of the prohibition on post-heartbeat abortions.\textsuperscript{46}

2. \textit{No Public Enforcement}

The law prohibits enforcement by the state, any political subdivision of the state, district and county attorneys, and any executive or administrative officer or employee of the state or a political subdivision.\textsuperscript{47} The ban “shall be enforced exclusively” through private civil actions.\textsuperscript{48}

3. \textit{Private Enforcement}

SB8 deputizes “[a]ny person, other than an officer or employee of a state or local governmental entity,” to bring a civil action against any person who performs, aids or abets, or intends to perform or aid a prohibited abortion.\textsuperscript{49} The plaintiff need not allege or prove personal injury to obtain a remedy.\textsuperscript{50} The plaintiff can obtain injunctive relief to prevent future violations (that is, future post-heartbeat abortions), an award of statutory damages of at least $10,000 per prohibited abortion, and costs and attorney’s fees.\textsuperscript{51} One person may recover for one abortion; “a court may not award” further relief for one abortion when the defendant has paid the full statutory damages for that abortion.\textsuperscript{52}

4. \textit{Procedural Limitations}

SB8 imposes unique procedures on the private civil action, which Justice Sotomayor criticized as “anomalies” designed to “make litigation uniquely punitive for those sued.”\textsuperscript{53}

Venue is proper in a Texas plaintiff’s county of residence, regardless of the defendants’ location,\textsuperscript{54} expanding ordinary Texas rules placing venue in a defendant’s county of residence or the county in which a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claim occurred.\textsuperscript{55} The plaintiff’s venue

\textsuperscript{45} Id. § 171.208(a).
\textsuperscript{46} Id. § 171.208(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{47} Id. § 171.207(a). Nor can a state official or local district or county attorney intervene in a pending action, although filing an amicus curiae brief is allowed. Id. § 171.208(h).
\textsuperscript{48} Id. § 171.207(a).
\textsuperscript{49} Id. § 171.208(a). A male impregnating the woman through rape, sexual assault, incest, or other sexual crimes cannot bring a claim. Id. § 171.208(j).
\textsuperscript{50} Id. § 171.208(a).
\textsuperscript{51} Id. § 171.208(b).
\textsuperscript{52} Id. § 171.208(c).
\textsuperscript{53} Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 522, 546 (2021) (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).
\textsuperscript{54} HEALTH & SAFETY § 171.210.
\textsuperscript{55} See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 15.002(a).
choice cannot be disturbed without written consent of all parties, including the plaintiff. These venue provisions add to the cost and burden by requiring providers to defend themselves hundreds of miles from home.

The statute eliminates common law defenses of non-mutual issue and claim preclusion. If X sues Planned Parenthood over one abortion and loses, Whole Woman’s Health cannot gain the preclusive benefits of that judgment to defeat X’s subsequent lawsuit against it.

Finally, statutory fee-shifting runs one way. An SB8 defendant cannot recover attorney’s fees or costs from a plaintiff as a sanction for unsuccessful, groundless, or baseless lawsuits.

5. Limitations on Defenses

SB8 purports to limit defenses available to providers, leading the plaintiffs in Whole Woman’s Health to deride the state proceedings as “rigged” into a “mechanism for nullifying” constitutional rights.

The statute denies provider and advocate defendants standing to assert the rights of women seeking an abortion unless the Supreme Court of the United States holds that Texas courts must confer such standing under the U.S. Constitution or the defendant has third-party standing to assert women’s rights under the tests established by the Supreme Court. This limitation seizes on Justice Thomas’s recent argument that providers should not have standing to challenge the validity of abortion regulations that violate the constitutional rights of their pregnant patients.

Defendants cannot avoid liability through their belief that SB8 is constitutionally invalid or their reliance on a then-existing judicial decision establishing its invalidity that is overruled. The “undue burden” test governing the validity of abortion restrictions forms an affirmative defense that considers whether an award of relief against that defendant will prevent or impose a substantial obstacle on the overall ability to obtain an abortion.

56. See Health & Safety § 171.210(b).
57. Id. § 171.208(e)(5).
58. Id. § 171.208(i). While prohibiting awards to defendants of “costs or attorney’s fees under the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure or any other rule adopted by the supreme court,” SB8 does not appear to cover statutory sanctions for signing a “frivolous pleading or motion.” See Civ. Prac. & Rem. §§ 10.001–.006.
59. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief - Class Action, supra note 3, ¶¶ 80–85.
60. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 4, at 4.
61. Health & Safety § 171.209(a).
63. Health & Safety § 171.208(e)(2)–(3).
64. See id. § 171.209(c)–(d); Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 846 (1992).
SB8 took effect on September 1, 2021. Providers and reproductive-freedom supporters pursued offensive litigation efforts, in ordinary and unusual ways.

Adhering to the typical playbook, providers sued numerous government officials and others in federal court. Following a series of procedural rulings through multiple levels of the federal judiciary, the Supreme Court granted certiorari before judgment. On expedited briefing and argument, a divided Court rejected most claims, allowing providers (but not other plaintiffs) to pursue limited relief against state licensing boards. The Court rejected claims against state judges and state clerks that would have allowed federal courts to stop SB8’s primary enforcement mechanism—private suits in state court by “any person” plaintiffs.

While *Whole Woman’s Health* was pending, the Biden Administration sued Texas to enjoin enforcement of the law. The district court granted a preliminary injunction prohibiting any actions by anyone connected to the State of Texas that might enforce or result in the enforcement of SB8. That injunction offered two days of relief from the risk of enforcement, during which some providers resumed pre-viability, post-heartbeat abortions. The Fifth Circuit stayed the injunction pending appeal. After granting certiorari before judgment and expedited briefing and argument, the Supreme Court dismissed the writ of certiorari as improvidently granted.

Providers also filed fourteen offensive actions in state court, seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against enforcement by named pro-life organizations and advocates. The Texas Panel of Multi-District Litigation assigned the cases to Judge Peeples, who declared that specific procedural mechanisms in SB8 violated the Texas Constitution, without

---

74. See id.
enjoining enforcement. Any subsequent injunctive relief remain limited to stopping enforcement by the named organizations, not by the thousands of non-party deputized “any persons.”

Without the protection of injunctive relief, most providers complied with the law, ceasing or limiting abortions to those in which no heartbeat was or could be detected. Mark Dickson, the head of East Texas Right to Life and leading SB8 proponent, argued that “[n]o rational abortion provider would violate this law.” He was correct, as abortion after the sixth week of pregnancy became largely unavailable in the state, and the number of abortions performed in the state dropped by more than half.

That absence of prohibited post-heartbeat abortions prevented defensive litigation. If no one violates the law, “any person” cannot sue over any violation; if “any person” does not sue, providers cannot raise and litigate constitutional defenses and courts cannot declare the heartbeat ban invalid and stop its enforcement. And that might have been the point. The anti-choice movement stood in a better position if no one filed suit, allowing the risk of a barrage of lawsuits, judgments, and substantial damages to keep providers from performing health care as usual. Activists achieved their goals if the inchoate threat of lawsuits, liability, and damages chilled providers into ceasing abortion services.

That changed after several weeks. Dr. Braid published his op-ed in the Washington Post announcing that he had performed one first-trimester post-heartbeat abortion. Three lawsuits followed in Texas state court, providing the necessary test cases and the opportunity to present SB8’s constitutional invalidity as a defense to liability in those actions. The
plaintiffs formed a varied, unique, and quirky group.82 One was an attorney from Illinois facing disciplinary sanctions in federal and state court who supported abortion-rights and wanted to create the necessary litigation.83 One was an Arkansas citizen, disbarred attorney, and federal tax convict under house arrest, who claimed to be interested in both the money (he sought $100,000, ten times the statutory minimum) and creating the opportunity for litigation.84 The third was an anti-choice advocacy group interested in stopping abortion and critical of other SB8 plaintiffs for co-opting SB8 in a way the legislature and activists did not intend.85

III. LITIGATING CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

A. SB8 AND ITS CRITICS

Critics’ foundational error is the belief that SB8 violates constitutional rights by existing as a law of Texas, restricting pre-enforcement review and obligating rights holders and providers acting on their behalf to defend against potential enforcement.

That presumption runs throughout the rhetoric of SB8 critics. Advocates complained of a “brazen defiance of the rule of law and the federal constitutional rights to which Texans are entitled.”86 They complained that SB8 thwarts “traditional mechanisms of federal judicial review,”87 evades “effective judicial protection of that right in federal and state court,”88 and strips “citizens of the ability to invoke the power of the


84. Kilgore, supra note 83.


86. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief - Class Action, supra note 3, ¶¶ 17–19.


88. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 17, at 3.
federal courts to vindicate their rights.”

That rhetoric carried to the Court’s minority in Whole Woman’s Health. Dissenting from the denial of emergency relief on the day SB8 took effect, Justice Breyer suggested that “[t]he very bringing into effect of Texas’s law may well threaten the applicants with imminent and serious harm.” Chief Justice Roberts objected that SB8 “effectively chill[s] the provision of abortions in Texas” by “employ[ing] an array of stratagems designed to shield its unconstitutional law from judicial review.” With the purpose and effect to “nullify this Court’s rulings.” Justice Sotomayor argued that the law’s “chilling effect has been near total, depriving pregnant women in Texas of virtually all opportunity to seek abortion care within their home State after their sixth week of pregnancy.” SB8 “is structured to thwart review and result in a denial of any hearing.” And she criticized the majority for “reward[ing] the State’s effort at nullification,” thereby “betray[ing] not only the citizens of Texas, but also our constitutional system of government.”

None of this reflects how constitutional litigation operates. As the Supreme Court explained in Massachusetts v. Mellon:

We have no power per se to review and annul acts of Congress on the ground that they are unconstitutional. That question may be considered only when the justification for some direct injury suffered or threatened, presenting a justiciable issue, is made to rest upon such an act.

The mere existence of a law, absent a genuine risk of enforcement, does not violate anyone’s rights, or in the language of § 1983, deprive any person of a right, privilege, or immunity secured by the Constitution. A law violates a constitutional right and causes a constitutional injury through its enforcement. A violation arises not from the “mere enactment” or existence of a constitutionally violative law, but from the enforcement of that constitutionally violative law and imposition of liability, punishment, or sanction against a rights holder through adjudicative pro-

89. Complaint, supra note 16, ¶ 15.
92. Id. at 543.
93. Id. at 545.
94. Id. (Sotomayor J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
95. Id. at 548.
96. Id. at 551.
97. Id. at 546.
100. See California v. Texas, 141 S. Ct. at 2115–16; Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1083–84.
ceedings.\textsuperscript{101} A rights holder cannot prevail in court on the “naked contention” that a law violates rights “by the mere enactment of the statute, though nothing has been done and nothing is to be done” to enforce that law.\textsuperscript{102}

Judicial review consists of adjudicating a controversy, declaring the validity of that law,\textsuperscript{103} and the “negative power to disregard an unconstitutional enactment” by not allowing that invalid rule to serve as a rule of decision.\textsuperscript{104} Courts cannot repeal, eliminate, or erase a statute.\textsuperscript{105} Despite the common rhetoric, courts do not “strike down” or “block” laws or prevent them from taking effect. Courts in offensive litigation enjoin not laws but their enforcement.\textsuperscript{106} The court issues an order prohibiting the opposing party from enforcing the challenged law against the party rights holder at present and in the future.\textsuperscript{107}

The Constitution also does not immunize rights holders from litigating attempted enforcement of even a blatantly invalid law; it protects them against liability and sanction under that blatantly invalid law. Having declared the law invalid, the court will not allow that law to be used as an applicable rule of decision.\textsuperscript{108} But judicial review requires litigation, through which the court can adjudicate the constitutional question, declare the validity of the law, pronounce its enforceability, and decide whether the rights holder can be liable under that law.

\section*{B. \textit{Offensive Litigation and Defensive Litigation}}

Courts adjudicate constitutional questions and decide on a law’s constitutional validity in two contexts: offensive or defensive.\textsuperscript{109}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item 101. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 535; Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 507 (1961); \textit{Mellon}, 262 U.S. at 483; Support Working Animals, Inc. v. Governor of Fla., 8 F.4th 1198, 1202–03 (11th Cir. 2021); Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1083–85.
  \item 102. \textit{Mellon}, 262 U.S. at 483.
  \item 104. \textit{Mellon}, 262 U.S. at 488.
  \item 106. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 535; California v. Texas, 141 S. Ct. at 2115–16.
  \item 108. Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1089.
  \item 109. \textit{Id.} at 1086, 1088.
\end{itemize}
1. Offensive Litigation

A rights holder proceeds in an offensive posture by initiating litigation to remedy past, present, or future enforcement. To stop present or future enforcement, a rights holder brings suit under § 1983\textsuperscript{110} and the \textit{Ex parte Young} equitable cause of action,\textsuperscript{111} typically in federal district court, against the government or (more commonly) the executive officers responsible for enforcing the law. The rights holder seeks a declaratory judgment\textsuperscript{112} that the law is constitutionally invalid, an injunction prohibiting enforcement of that law by this enforcer defendant against this rights holder plaintiff, or both.\textsuperscript{113} A rights holder can remedy past violations through a § 1983 action following completion of state enforcement, seeking damages or other retroactive remedies.\textsuperscript{114}

2. Defensive Litigation

Defensive or coercive litigation occurs within adjudicative proceedings enforcing the challenged law. Proceedings are initiated against a rights holder, who raises the constitutional defect in the law as a defense and argues for dismissal or a favorable judgment in that proceeding because the law being enforced is constitutionally invalid and cannot form the basis for liability.\textsuperscript{115} These actions are coercive because the party initiating the action seeks to enforce and secure a remedy under the challenged law; the rights holder wields the Constitution as a defensive shield against liability.\textsuperscript{116}

Government enforces laws through criminal,\textsuperscript{117} civil,\textsuperscript{118} or administrative\textsuperscript{119} proceedings. Alternatively, many laws are enforced through private civil litigation—a private individual sues to enforce a statutory or common law right and the defendant challenges that law’s constitutional

\textsuperscript{110} 42 U.S.C. § 1983.


\textsuperscript{116} See Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 522, 538 (2021).


validity and thus enforceability. This includes private claims for defamation,\textsuperscript{120} intentional infliction of emotional distress,\textsuperscript{121} other torts,\textsuperscript{122} right of publicity,\textsuperscript{123} breach of contract,\textsuperscript{124} privacy rights,\textsuperscript{125} property rights,\textsuperscript{126} and employment discrimination.\textsuperscript{127}

3. Judgments and Opinions

Offensive and defensive postures share one trait—they produce retail judgments and remedies. The judgment in a defensive case resolves that enforcement action against that rights holder. The court denies the enforcing party (the government or private plaintiff) its requested remedy and enters judgment in favor of the defending rights holder. The court does not provide the rights-holder defendant any affirmative remedy beyond the favorable judgment declining to hold her liable under the constitutionally defective law. The injunction in an offensive case prohibits present and future enforcement of the invalid law by the enforcer defendants against the rights-holder plaintiffs. The injunction binds the parties, their officers and agents, and “other persons who are in active concert or participation” with the parties.\textsuperscript{128} It protects the plaintiff rights holder from future enforcement, but should not extend beyond that to protect the universe of nonparties who share similar rights or interests with the parties and who may be subject to future enforcement.\textsuperscript{129} An injunction “should be no more burdensome . . . than necessary to provide complete relief to the plaintiff[ ]” and should be commensurate with and match the constitutional violation.\textsuperscript{130} An injunction protecting the plaintiff rights holder against future enforcement, regardless of future enforcement against other rights holders, provides that complete and commensurate relief.

\textsuperscript{122} See, e.g., Thunder Studios, Inc. v. Kazal, 13 F.4th 736, 739–40 (9th Cir. 2021).
\textsuperscript{126} See, e.g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 4–7 (1948); Animal Legal Def. Fund v. Vaugh, 8 F.4th 714, 717–18 (8th Cir. 2021).
\textsuperscript{128} Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(d)(2).
\textsuperscript{129} Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1094.
Any judgment, offensive or defensive, is accompanied by an opinion, an essay explaining and justifying the judgment.\textsuperscript{131} That opinion protects nonparty rights holders and governs nonparty enforcers in actual or threatened future enforcement through its precedential value. It compels or persuades (depending on the level of court) future courts in future proceedings to reach the same conclusion about the law’s constitutional invalidity and to reject enforcement against a new set of rights holders.\textsuperscript{132} The law of the opinion and precedent, rather than the judgment in the first action, protects future rights holders. The Supreme Court has established major constitutional precedent in offensive\textsuperscript{133} and defensive\textsuperscript{134} postures.

C. DEFENSIVE LITIGATION AS ORDINARY MECHANISM OF FEDERAL JUDICIAL REVIEW

The prevailing theme in the SB8 debate is that defensive litigation is insufficient and Texas violated the rule of law by channeling constitutional challenges to a defensive posture.\textsuperscript{135} In insisting there must be “not-very-new procedural bottles that can also adequately hold what is, in essence, very old and very important legal wine,”\textsuperscript{136} Justice Breyer envisioned an offensive procedural bottle, anything else being insufficient. Offensive litigation offers rights holders procedural and remedial advantages.\textsuperscript{137} It is required as to specific laws enforced outside of adjudicative proceedings, such as a law prohibiting Black students from attending public schools or prohibiting same-sex couples from obtaining marriage licenses.\textsuperscript{138}

But \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} recognized pervasive defensive litigation as constitutionally sufficient:

> [T]hose seeking to challenge the constitutionality of state laws are not always able to pick and choose the timing and preferred forum for their arguments. This Court has never recognized an unqualified right to pre-enforcement review of constitutional claims in federal court. . . . To this day, many federal constitutional rights are as a


\textsuperscript{133} See \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 522, 546–47 (2021) (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part); \textit{Whole Woman’s Health} v. Jackson, 141 S. Ct. 2494, 2498 (2021) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{134} \textit{supra} note 27, at 1052–54.

\textsuperscript{135} \textit{supra} note 27, at 1052–54.

practical matter asserted typically as defenses to state-law claims, not in federal pre-enforcement cases like this one.139

Treating offensive litigation as the “norm” for judicially enforced laws—to say nothing of treating defensive litigation as a non-viable means for vindicating constitutional rights—is a recent phenomenon. Prior to the late 1970s, more cases reached the Supreme Court from a defensive than an offensive posture; offensive cases outnumbered defensive cases for the first time in the two-year period from 1974 to 1976.140 These numbers support that defensive constitutional litigation is a “traditional mechanism of federal judicial review” through which the Court has issued several watershed constitutional opinions,141 such that having to litigate SB8 cases defensively is neither unheard of nor constitutionally intolerable.

SB8 is extreme. It establishes a new substantive rule that intentionally and unequivocally contradicts existing judicial precedent. The universe of potential plaintiffs is unbounded and limitless, enabling a barrage of lawsuits by random individuals without injury or connection to the challenged abortion and rendering defense prohibitively expensive. Liability is steep. But these are differences of degree, not kind. It should not affect the process through which constitutional validity is litigated and adjudicated.

Arguing that defensive litigation is inherently inadequate to challenge a statute such as SB8 rests on two false constitutional premises: that rights holders are constitutionally entitled to litigate their constitutional rights in an offensive posture and that due process incorporates Article III’s injury requirement, such that the Constitution prohibits states from creating private rights of action absent personal injury. Five situations, outside of abortion, debunk both presumptions and demonstrate why the Whole Woman’s Health majority was correct to reject those arguments.

1. Private Civil Litigation

Many private rights—statutory and common law—are enforced via private civil litigation subject to constitutional limitations or defenses.142 The private plaintiff brings a claim, and the defendant rights holder raises the Constitution as a defense to liability. In none of these cases could a constitutional rights holder go on the offensive to stop enforcement before it begins, as no state executive or public official enforces the law. Having

---

141. Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. at 538; supra notes 117–27 and accompanying text.
142. See supra notes 117–27 and accompanying text.
allegedly violated the law, the rights holder must get sued and raise her constitutional rights as a defense.

*New York Times Co. v. Sullivan*143 illustrates this procedural posture. The plaintiff, a Montgomery elected official, sued for defamation in Alabama court, winning a $500,000 judgment; the Times raised the First Amendment as an unsuccessful defense in state litigation before prevailing on those arguments before the Supreme Court of the United States.144

Sullivan’s was one of five lawsuits arising from one publication, seeking $3 million in damages.145 Those lawsuits formed part of a broader campaign among southern public officials and social leaders to utilize plaintiff-friendly state defamation laws and state-court civil litigation as a tool for silencing civil rights leaders and the national press covering civil rights protests and exposing the racist face of Jim Crow.146 And it worked for a time. By the early 1960s, the pile of potential southern libel judgments against media outlets approached $300 million (more than $2.7 billion in 2021).147 and the threat of litigation prompted the Times to remove its reporters from Alabama for more than a year.148

The analogy to SB8 is unmistakable.149 Texas lawmakers sought to use private civil litigation in state court to deter locally unpopular—but-constitutionally protected activity through the threat of multiple big-money lawsuits and judgments. They presumed and hoped that plaintiffs would prevail in some or all these cases, breaking providers under the weight of devastating litigation costs and judgments or causing them to abandon the state rather than face the wave of lawsuits and liability. This would destroy access to reproductive-health care in the state, as Alabama officials hoped to stop media coverage of Jim Crow’s racist violence.150 And it has worked so far. Providers stopped performing prohibited post-heartbeat abortions, abortion after the sixth week of pregnancy became largely unavailable in Texas, and the number of abortions performed dropped by

---

144. Id. at 256, 262–64.
147. Lewis, supra note 145, at 36; Papandrea, supra note 146, at 237.
148. Lewis, supra note 145, at 36.
150. See Lewis, supra note 145, at 35–36.
more than half.

Critics distinguish SB8 because the heartbeat ban facially contradicts controlling judicial precedent, whereas constitutional applications of defamation law are conceivable. But consider the privately enforced right of publicity. Robert Post and Jennifer Rothman describe the “chaos” surrounding this tort, including disputes over whether this tort can exist under the First Amendment and any applicable First Amendment limits on the basic concept. They survey multiple approaches, describing courts as “flailing about in a sea of inconsistent, vague, and unhelpful First Amendment tests.” For our purposes, this flailing occurs in a defensive posture but never in an offensive posture—Post and Rothman describe cases in which a private person sues to vindicate its publicity rights and the speaker defends by arguing that the First Amendment insulates him from liability.

2. **SB8 Predecessors**

Texas is not the first state to attempt to enforce its laws through private civil litigation by private actors devoid of personal injury or connection. SB8 recalls a different historical analogue—California’s former consumer protection and false-advertising laws and the litigation of *Kasky v. Nike, Inc.*

Prior to 2004, California’s unfair competition and false advertising laws authorized “any person acting for the interests of . . . the general public” to bring an action to enforce laws against false advertising and other consumer harms. The plaintiff need not have been injured by the specific advertisement nor have any connection to the violation or the violator. Marc Kasky, a politically active consumer advocate, sued Nike in state court for false advertising over press releases responding to and denying reports about overseas factory working conditions; Nike defended by arguing that these statements, even if false, were noncommercial political speech enjoying full First Amendment protection. The California Supreme Court reversed, holding that Nike’s press releases were commercial speech and subject to regulation under consumer protection laws if false. After the Supreme Court of the United States dismissed certiorari as improvidently granted, the case settled for more than $1.5 mil-
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151. See Weber, supra note 78; supra notes 76–79 and accompanying text.

152. Post & Rothman, supra note 123, at 125–32.

153. Id. at 132.


155. Id. at 249–50 (citing CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE §§ 17204, 17535 (West 2003) (amended 2004)).


lion and recurring program funding of $500,000 per year.\footnote{160}{Collins & Skover, \textit{supra} note 156, at 1020.}

Like the Times in \textit{New York Times Co. v. Sullivan} or right-of-publicity defendants, Nike never contemplated or had an opportunity to pursue offensive litigation. Nor did anyone suggest that Nike had a federal right to do so or that requiring it to litigate defensively in state court thwarted judicial review. Nike defended in state court, presenting its federal constitutional arguments for state-court adjudication and seeking ultimate review of the adverse state judgment in the Supreme Court, a typical and acceptable strategy.

Similarities to SB8 remain obvious. California’s law opened Nike to potential wide-ranging liability from anyone choosing to bring suit. Kasky was as well-known as a consumer activist in California\footnote{161}{See \textit{id.} at 971.} as are Mark Lee Dickson or Texas Right to Life as anti-reproductive-freedom activists in Texas.\footnote{162}{See \textit{Wax-Thibodeaux, \textit{supra} note 43.}} Kasky had no more connection to Nike’s statements\footnote{163}{See \textit{Collins & Skover, \textit{supra} note 156, at 971.}} than Dickson has to any post-heartbeat abortion.\footnote{164}{See \textit{Wax-Thibodeaux, \textit{supra} note 43.}} Nike issued its statements denying those labor practices having no idea who from among the millions of people in the state might sue,\footnote{165}{See \textit{CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE §§ 17204, 17535 (West 2003) (amended 2004); \textit{Morrison, \textit{supra} note 158, at 651.}} just as Whole Woman’s Health has no idea who from among millions across the country might seek damages for one abortion.

Many expected \textit{Nike} to establish precedent on the line between corporate political and commercial speech and the different protections accorded to each.\footnote{166}{\textit{Morrison, \textit{supra} note 158, at 631–32.}} That hope fizzled, partly due to the case’s unusual procedural posture—it did not present the appropriate vehicle because the plaintiff had no injury and no connection to the speech at issue.\footnote{167}{\textit{See Nike, Inc. v. Kasky, 539 U.S. at 658–61 (Stevens, J., concurring); \textit{id.} at 667–68 (Breyer, J., dissenting).}} But \textit{Nike} presented a significant First Amendment issue, no less important than the reproductive-freedom questions surrounding SB8’s heartbeat ban. And some commentators believed it was as obvious that Nike had engaged in protected political speech for which it could not be liable\footnote{168}{Thomas C. Goldstein, \textit{Nike v. Kasky and the Definition of “Commercial Speech,”} 2003 \textit{CATO SUP. CT. REV.} 63, 64–65.} as it is obvious that a state cannot prohibit abortions at six-weeks of pregnancy.

Liberal and anti-corporate activists cheered Kasky’s victory and the substantial monetary settlement it produced\footnote{169}{Collins & Skover, \textit{supra} note 156, at 988.} through a law authorizing private civil litigation by “any person” absent personal injury, connection, or interest. No one questioned whether California could empower a random person to sue to stop Nike’s alleged false statements or whether
Nike could be compelled to defend its First Amendment interests. Everyone accepted California’s law, including its enforcement, as valid.

But the propriety of a mechanism for enforcing state law cannot rest on the political valence of the constitutional right exercised or on whether one supports the interests of the target rights holders. One cannot cheer private enforcement of California’s consumer protection laws and its outcome while criticizing SB8’s identical enforcement mechanisms and their potential outcomes.

3. From Offense to Defense

Two situations—one historic and one ongoing—illustrate the common use of defensive litigation when offensive litigation becomes unavailable or impossible for various reasons. These examples demonstrate the ideological range on these procedural issues.

a. The Story of Connecticut’s Contraception Ban

In Poe v. Ullman\(^{170}\) in 1961, married couples and a doctor sued the Connecticut attorney general, challenging the constitutional validity of the state’s ban on married couples using contraception and on providing advice and information about contraception to married couples.\(^{171}\) A Supreme Court plurality reasoned that the action was not ripe because the plaintiffs could not show that the attorney general intended to immediately enforce the law, largely because the state had enforced it once in its eighty years of existence despite open and notorious sales of contraception in the state.\(^{172}\) Justice Brennan concurred in the judgment and provided the controlling fifth vote.\(^{173}\) He argued that the married-couple plaintiffs did not reasonably fear prosecution because the law did not target their purchase and use of contraception; the law aimed at institutional clinics providing birth control on a large scale.\(^{174}\) The Court could address the constitutional issue when the state enforced against the large clinics with which the law was concerned, producing a real controversy for judicial resolution.\(^{175}\)

Six months after Poe, Estelle Griswold, executive director of the Planned Parenthood League of Connecticut, was arrested and prosecuted for providing contraception information to married couples.\(^{176}\) The violation was intentional, designed to create a test case by triggering enforcement against the type of clinic that Justice Brennan insisted was the law’s
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171. Id. at 498–500.
172. Id. at 501–02.
173. Id. at 509 (Brennan, J., concurring in the judgment); see also Marks v. United States, 430 U.S. 188, 193 (1977); Richard M. Re, Beyond the Marks Rule, 132 H ARV. L. REV. 1932, 1950 (2019).
174. Poe, 367 U.S. at 509 (Brennan, J., concurring in the judgment).
175. Id.
real target.177 The Court reversed Griswold’s conviction on appeal from
the Connecticut Supreme Court, concluding that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment protects the right of married couples to learn about, access, and use
contraception.178

For our purposes, the point is that the “real controversy flare[d] up”179
in a defensive posture. Griswold violated the law (for the purpose of cre-
tating defensive litigation), Connecticut initiated criminal proceedings in
state court to enforce the law, Griswold defended on federal constitu-
tional grounds, and the Court agreed with her position at the end of the
process, invalidating the state’s enforcement of the law and the imposi-
tion of criminal liability. In refusing to allow the offensive pre-enforce-
ment litigation by potential clients, Poe forced Griswold into that
defensive position. But she was able to vindicate her interests and her
clients’ rights four years later.

b. The Story of Masterpiece Cakeshop

In Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission,
the Supreme Court held that baker Jack Phillips could not be administra-
tively sanctioned under a state public-accommodations law for refusing to
bake a wedding cake for a same-sex couple, due in part to expressions of
religious animus within state civil-rights-commission proceedings.180

While that case was pending before the Court, transgender attorney
and activist Autumn Scardina requested a custom cake with a blue exte-
rior and pink interior to celebrate her birthday and her male-to-female
transition.181 Phillips refused to make the requested cake, citing his First
Amendment objections to the message.182 Scardina filed a complaint with
the Colorado Civil Rights Commission, which found probable cause that
the bakery had discriminated because of her transgender status.183

Following the Supreme Court decision, Phillips went on the offensive,
filing an action in federal court to enjoin the Commission from proceed-
ing with Scardina’s complaint, arguing the new proceeding violated his
First Amendment rights.184 The district court declined to abstain under
Younger v. Harris185 or to defer to the state administrative proceeding.186
The Commission dismissed the administrative action, likely recognizing
that the federal court would find the new proceeding violated Phillips’s
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First Amendment rights and enjoin it.\(^ {187} \) The absence of actual or threatened enforcement of state law therefore deprived Phillips of his opportunity to pursue his constitutional rights in an offensive posture in federal court. The Commission would not enforce because the federal court likely would enjoin such proceedings. But the absence of Commission enforcement eliminated Phillips’s federal offensive litigation.

With public enforcement off the table, Scardina filed a private state-court action alleging discrimination under the state public accommodations law.\(^ {188} \) Phillips defended on First Amendment free speech and free exercise grounds.\(^ {189} \) The state trial court rejected the defense and ruled for the plaintiff, imposing a $500 penalty.\(^ {190} \) In other words, the Commission staying its hand forced Phillips into defensive litigation (not his preferred posture) in state court (not his preferred forum), where his constitutional defense failed.

Providers occupy the same procedural position as Phillips. The absence of public enforcement means the absence of preemptive pre-enforcement offensive litigation, forcing providers to raise their constitutional rights as defenses in state court. Phillips faced this situation because the government declined to enforce in one case, whereas SB8 creates this situation in all cases by precluding government enforcement in favor of exclusive private civil litigation. But they rest on a shared understanding—there is nothing procedurally improper about allowing private enforcement of state law, about making a purported constitutional rights holder litigate those rights defensively in that private civil action, or about eliminating the opportunity to litigate in a rights holder’s preferred time, forum, and posture.\(^ {191} \)

SB8 remains extreme in the boundless universe of potential plaintiffs and the size of potential monetary liability. But a *Masterpiece Cakeshop* situation could match SB8’s extremes. Imagine a coordinated campaign in which hundreds of people request custom cakes from Masterpiece Cakeshop with pro-LGBTQ+ messages and sue the bakery for $500 (rather than going through the Civil Rights Commission, which might be enjoined from enforcement) when it refuses to fill their orders. While each plaintiff would have suffered an injury (unlike most SB8 plaintiffs) in the discriminatory denial of service, the injury is simple to establish—one phone call requesting a custom cake knowing the bakery will refuse. And where a reproductive-health provider can be liable one time to one


\(^ {188} \) Id.

\(^ {189} \) See Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Complaint Under Colo. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1), 12(b)(5), and 9(b) at 14–17, 23–25, Scardina, No. 2019-CV-32214.


\(^ {191} \) See Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 522, 537–38 (2021).
plaintiff for one abortion, Phillips could be liable for each cake he refuses to bake. While the available damages are less than the $10,000 per abortion available under SB8, hundreds of $500 dollar judgments accumulate.

4. SB8 Imitators

a. Direct Imitators

Two years after the Court dismissed cert in Nike and the case settled, California voters amended state law, leaving enforcement to governments, government officials, and persons who had suffered personal injury and lost money or property from unfair competition. This change could reflect conclusive rejection of private enforcement by uninjured and disconnected plaintiffs.

Nevertheless, SB8 has prompted predictions or fears of imitators. States have introduced, considered, or threatened copycat laws on abortion, firearms, and a range of issues. Justice Kavanaugh worried about expanding the concept. In its complaint, Whole Woman’s Health raised the prospect of this slippery slope:

Today it is abortion providers and those who assist them; tomorrow it might be gun buyers who face liability for every purchase. Churches could be hauled into far-flung courts to defend their religious practices because someone somewhere disagrees with them. Same-sex couples could be sued by neighbors for obtaining a marriage license. And Black families could face lawsuits for enrolling their children in public schools.

As Justice Sotomayor closed her Whole Woman’s Health dissent:

New permutations of S. B. 8 are coming. In the months since this Court failed to enjoin the law, legislators in several States have discussed or introduced legislation that replicates its scheme to target locally disfavored rights. What are federal courts to do if, for example, a State effectively prohibits worship by a disfavored religious minority through crushing “private” litigation burdens amplified by skewed court procedures, but does a better job than Texas of disclaiming all enforcement by state officials? Perhaps nothing at all, says this Court.

195. Supra notes 53–35 and accompanying text.
196. Transcript of Oral Argument, supra note 17, at 72–75 (questions from Justice Kavanaugh).
197. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief - Class Action, supra note 3, ¶ 18.
Or consider a hypothetical law with a different political valence. A state wants to eliminate public displays and expressions of racial inequality by creating a private tort action for “any person” over the presentation of a racially derogatory or discriminatory idea; remedies include statutory damages of $10,000 per expression, attorney’s fees, and an injunction requiring removal of the offensive racist message. This law violates the freedom of speech as judicially interpreted (which protects racist and racially offensive rhetoric outside some narrow categories) to the same degree that SB8 violates the right to reproductive freedom.

The shared point of this law and SB8 is to threaten or sue rights holders into silence or bankruptcy for engaging in constitutionally protected but socially disfavored activity. A would-be speaker with a racially offensive message (e.g., a person who intends to post an “All Lives Matter” sign on her lawn) stands in the same position as a provider seeking to help women terminate an unwanted pregnancy after detection of a fetal heartbeat.

And the law creates identical circumstances to those under SB8. The speaker cannot bring an offensive action to declare this law invalid or stop its enforcement, as there is no responsible executive officer to sue and no one for the court to enjoin. Whole Woman’s Health properly rejected the “court-and-clerk” theory of suing state clerks to prevent them from filing or state judges to prevent them from adjudicating prospective cases. The speaker must continue to present her racist message, get sued by a random offended person, and raise the First Amendment as a defense to tort liability. Or the speaker will refrain from posting the sign for fear of suit and liability.

b. Tort Imitators

The slippery slope is not limited to Justice Sotomayor’s feared SB8-type laws deputizing “any person” private plaintiffs to sue without personal injury. In fact, those laws may pose less of a threat, because rights holders may be able to pursue some offensive federal litigation against deputized “any persons.” The larger problem is that states could create a range of clearly constitutionally invalid ordinary tort laws requiring injury.


201. See Wasserman & Rhodes, supra note 27, at 1064; supra note 68 and accompanying text.

Return to defamation and *New York Times Co. v. Sullivan*. Commentators regard it as the Court’s most important free speech case and the genesis of the modern speech-protective First Amendment. The Court recognized the “profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.”

But scholars, litigants, and judges have criticized the decision and called for reconsidering or overruling it in a changing media, political, and expressive environment. Imagine that a state, observing and agreeing with these criticisms, amends its defamation law to align with its preferred policies, to expand the universe of speech that can form the basis for civil liability, to create the litigation necessary to reconsider *New York Times* and its progeny, and to establish a new First Amendment regime.

That state might begin small, requiring the defendant to prove truth by a preponderance of evidence, rather than the plaintiff prove falsity by clear and convincing evidence. It might relax the “of and concerning” element, allowing liability for speech that does not clearly identify the plaintiff by name or description and expanding the universe of people who might sue over false statements about general conduct. More broadly, the state might confront the central holding of *New York Times*—limiting the actual malice standard to public officials but inappli-
cable to people merely because of their fame, or replacing actual malice with a lesser state of mind, so long as the plaintiff shows some fault.

Alternatively, that state might go big in its push towards a new First Amendment. It might attempt to regulate “fake news,” proscribing (through civil litigation) “deliberate, public communication as truthful of a verifiably false and material statement of fact regarding a matter of public concern,” despite First Amendment rejection of government power to define political truth. It could make privately actionable expression of insulting, demeaning, or negative statements about government and public officials, regardless of truth or accuracy; such a law ignores vital First Amendment protection for utterances that do not state actual facts, the rule that government cannot proscribe publication of truthful, lawfully obtained information, and the First Amendment’s categorical rejection of seditious liable and actionable criticism of government.

As with SB8’s fetal-heartbeat ban, this revised defamation law suffers from unavoidable constitutional defects. Each “flagrantly” and “patently” runs afoul of existing judicial precedent. Each opens the door to broad liability for constitutionally protected conduct at the hands of a broad range of plaintiffs. Each has a chilling effect on rights holders fearing suit and liability. Each enables a new campaign of burdensome litigation reminiscent of 1960s Alabama.

Yet none can be challenged offensively. The altered defamation scheme would be enforced through private civil litigation, not by any public official. No one would expect federal courts to enjoin court clerks or state judges from allowing state litigation to proceed. A speaker or media outlet challenges these laws defensively—publish violative state-ments, get sued, and raise the First Amendment as a defense.

5. Growing Demand for Offensive Litigation

The presumption of and demand for offensive constitutional litigation is growing. Consider “ag-gag” laws, which attempt to restrain animal-
rights activists and other critics of commercial farming and slaughterhouse practices from engaging in undercover investigations to gather and publicize those practices. Some states impose criminal penalties for recording on private property; groups challenge those laws via proper offensive actions to enjoin enforcement by responsible state executive officials.

Arkansas took a different approach. It prohibited knowingly gaining access to a “nonpublic area of a commercial property” and engaging in any act that “exceeds the person’s authority,” prohibiting animal-rights groups from hiring investigators who obtain employment with the farm not to work there but to collect information through observation and recording of business activities. The law gave the owner or operator of that commercial property a private right of action for damages and equitable relief.

The analogy to SB8 again should be clear. Arkansas watched states attempt to regulate activist conduct and protect agricultural producers through criminal law and it watched federal courts enjoin public enforcement through offensive litigation. It turned to tort law and private civil enforcement in pursuit of that goal. Arkansas limited the civil action to those whose property interests were harmed, rather than deputizing “any person” with an axe to grind against animal-rights activists. But the shared point is using the threat of civil litigation and liability to stop unwanted-but-constitutionally protected conduct.

The Animal Legal Defense Fund, an animal-welfare organization, demanded to litigate offensively and in federal court. It sued a chicken slaughterhouse and a pig farm (owned by the state legislator who had introduced and voted for the law); the Fund planned to send undercover investigators into employment positions to investigate those businesses and uncover evidence of wrongdoing. A divided Eighth Circuit held that the Fund had standing and allowed the offensive action to proceed, because the plaintiffs showed an imminent intent to investigate the defendant farms and a reasonable fear they would be sued for doing so.

The court missed the mark in treating this as an ordinary offensive preenforcement action. The immediacy of the rights holder’s plans to engage in prohibited-but-constitutionally protected conduct and the likelihood of enforcement are relevant when a rights holder seeks to enjoin a responsi-
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ble executive-branch official from enforcing the law through public mechanisms.\textsuperscript{229} The court skipped the real and obvious problem with this suit—neither private property owner/would-be tort plaintiff acted under color of state law in pursuing civil litigation and remedies, therefore neither was a proper target for an offensive § 1983 action.\textsuperscript{230} The owners raised the issue in passing, but the majority passed this as a merits issue for the district court to address in the first instance.\textsuperscript{231}

\textit{Animal Legal Defense} demonstrates that the presumption of offensive litigation blinds plaintiffs and courts. The Fund took as a given that constitutional litigation is offensive and occurs pre-enforcement in federal court and targets the potential enforcer, regardless of the nature of the enforcer or enforcement. The court took as a given that offensive litigation is appropriate, subject to the threshold issue of the immediacy of threatened enforcement, regardless of the nature of the enforcer or enforcement.

* * *

During argument in \textit{Whole Woman’s Health}, Texas Solicitor General Judd Stone pushed the analogy between private SB8 litigation and tort claims, including \textit{New York Times} and \textit{Masterpiece Cakeshop}.\textsuperscript{232} The counter is that SB8 is not tort law, because tort law remedies personal injuries, whereas anyone can be an SB8 plaintiff regardless of personal harm or interest. But that distinction rests on two false premises.

The first is that the burden of defending private civil litigation to enforce constitutionally dubious laws is limited to SB8-type laws. The historic example of \textit{New York Times} and the current examples of \textit{Masterpiece Cakeshop}, publicity torts, or the Arkansas ag-gag law belie that premise.

The second is that due process incorporates Article III’s personal-injury requirement—the Constitution limits state power to decide who can sue to enforce the state-law rights it creates, such that states can authorize private suits only by those who have suffered injury in a “personal and individual” manner as in federal court.\textsuperscript{233} But this has never been the law. State courts are not governed by federal justiciability doctrines and can allow plaintiffs to sue on broader or less personal injuries.\textsuperscript{234} This principle is so settled that it passes unmentioned. When California authorized “any person” to sue in the public interest over false advertising—the clos-
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est previous analogue to SB8—Justices recognized that such a random plaintiff would not have standing in federal court. But the Court never suggested that California overstepped constitutional bounds by authorizing uninjured, disconnected individuals to sue in state court to enforce state law.

Constitutional rights holders prefer to litigate offensively when possible, with good reason. Controlling the time, manner, and forum and avoiding the risk of liability and sanction make it an attractive option. But it is never the sole option. The examples in this Part demonstrate that rights holders can, have, and at times must litigate significant constitutional issues in a defensive posture, including in state court. This includes cases in which states authorize suit by random interested individuals without personal injury or stake and cases in which the state eliminates public enforcement of the law or renders offensive challenges to enforcement legally impossible.

Justice Breyer insisted there must be “not-very-new procedural bottles that can also adequately hold what is, in essence, very old and very important legal wine.” While he did not acknowledge it, defensive litigation offers the procedural bottle to protect the old and important right to reproductive freedom. Defensive litigation is consistent with the rule of law, the Constitution, and federal judicial review. However unusual or extreme in its substantive provisions, SB8 does not burden providers in asserting constitutional rights in a way distinct from how comparable or analogous defensive situations burden other rights holders.

This debate cannot escape the political valence of the constitutional rights at issue. Political preferences may produce different reactions to SB8 imitators. Many who decry the costs, burdens, and expenses that SB8 imposes on providers and their patients in having to proceed in a defensive posture would be concerned about an animal-welfare organization having to defend a trespass claim. They may be less concerned that Nike, a racist speaker, or Masterpiece Cakeshop is compelled to litigate its constitutional rights defensively in state court in the face of substantial liability. Many concerned about providers losing in state court may be pleased that Phillips lost in state court. But procedural propriety cannot turn on the substantive rights adjudicated or on one’s views of those substantive rights.

Critics of the resolution of the Whole Woman’s Health litigation accused the Court of political hypocrisy. They presumed that the five-Judge majority would have enjoined a law with a different political valence (e.g., California banning gun purchases and authorizing private damages
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237. In re Whole Woman’s Health, 142 S. Ct. 701 (2022); Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 142 S. Ct. 522 (2021); Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson, 141 S. Ct. 2494 (2021); supra notes 70–77 and accompanying text.
suits against gun owners) without worrying about proper defendants, proper framing, or other procedural concerns. Whether that criticism is accurate, the solution to perceived political inconsistency is not for the Court to err more often. It is not that the Court was wrong in *Whole Woman’s Health*, but that the Court would be wrong to grant relief in a procedurally identical case. It should leave the similarly situated but more-favored rights holders to litigate in the same defensive posture.

**IV. DEFENSIVE LITIGATION**

SB8’s exclusive reliance on private rather than public enforcement keeps providers in a defensive posture. Unable to pursue offensive litigation to stop enforcement of the law, other than in limited contexts, providers wait for “any person” to commence an enforcement action for damages and other relief. They then argue that the fetal-heartbeat ban is constitutionally invalid and the enforcement action should be dismissed or resolved in their favor; they cannot be liable for or subject to civil remedies under a constitutionally invalid law. A favorable judgment does not provide an affirmative remedy, such as an injunction protecting providers against future enforcement, only the end of the current enforcement effort. A possible federal forum remains at the end of this defensive process through review of the final judgment of the state’s highest court by the Supreme Court of the United States.

This process requires two events—a provider must violate the law and “any person” must sue that provider under the statute. In the early months of SB8’s existence, neither was happening, other than Dr. Braid’s single announced procedure and the three lawsuits that followed. Our focus remains on SB8 and the process of defending those claims. But many state laws are enforced through similar private litigation. SB8 copycats appear inevitable.

**A. LOOKING FOR A LAWSUIT**

With SB8 in effect and no broad injunction prohibiting enforcement, providers had three options: obey the law and cease performing the prohibited procedures; continue medical practice as usual by performing prohibited pre-viability, post-heartbeat abortions and deal with the torrent of lawsuits; or perform one post-heartbeat abortion to set up one “test case” through which to litigate the constitutional question, while limiting potential liability.
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238. Wasserman & Rhodes, *supra* note 27, at 1060–64; see *supra* note 67 and accompanying text.
1. **No Litigation, Just the Threat**

Most providers followed the first approach. Deterred by the potential for ruinous financial liability from a multitude of lawsuits and substantial judgments, most providers complied with the law and ceased performing post-heartbeat abortions, other than a brief two-day respite under the *United States v. Texas* preliminary injunction. For anti-choice activists, that was the point. They never intended or expected anyone to sue or to enforce the law; the goal was to use the threat of expensive and burdensome litigation and liability to compel compliance with the ban and to halt all post-heartbeat abortions (and thus a substantial share of all abortions) in the state. This placed providers in a bind. Without the option of offensive litigation, they must litigate their rights defensively. But with no actual civil action filed, they had no opportunity to do so.

This marks an important distinction between public and private enforcement. Offensive litigation allows rights holders to establish their constitutional rights without having to act “at their peril” by engaging in protected-but-statutorily prohibited conduct, violating the law, and subjecting themselves to the risks of arrest, prosecution, liability, and sanction. In *Ex parte Young*, the case that recognized offensive constitutional litigation, the state argued that defensive litigation following a violation provided an adequate remedy at law precluding a federal suit in equity. The Court concluded that potential enforcement harmed the railroad; the railroad need not wait for actual enforcement because the state may choose not to pursue one isolated violation.

The key is that government has a general obligation to enforce the laws. It cannot avoid constitutional litigation by refusing to carry out that obligation, while allowing the existence of the law to chill protected conduct. But thousands of unidentified private litigants do not carry that general obligation. Authorization to enforce a law through a private suit does not impose a duty to enforce that law through a private suit.

2. **Medical Practice as Usual**

Anti-choice activists claim they never intended or expected lawsuits because pursuing litigation is costly and onerous for “any person” activists. But 85% to 90% of abortions in Texas prior to SB8 occurred post-
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heartbeat. It therefore seems likely that multiple lawsuits would have followed medical practice as usual. Providers would have faced the costs and burdens of multiple lawsuits across the state and the risk of multiple judgments, damages, and attorney’s fees for multiple abortions. This explains the collective choice to cease statutorily prohibited abortions.

3. Single Abortion

Dr. Braid followed the third option, performing a single prohibited abortion, and announced having done so. Compared with medical practice as usual, he could control exposure and costs, committing to the necessary money for defending and funding one case over one abortion. “Any person” can seek more than $10,000 in statutory damages for that abortion, but exposure for one violation remains less than exposure for twenty violations. A single abortion can be the target of multiple lawsuits but only one recovery of statutory damages. This deters multiple plaintiffs from suing over that one abortion; one “any person” may decide that the cost of a lawsuit combined with the risk that another “any person” might beat him to judgment exceeds the financial and ideological benefits of suing. The single abortion creates the venerable “test case,” in which a rights holder intentionally violates a law to trigger enforcement and create the opportunity to adjudicate the constitutional issues in a defensive posture.

But anti-choice activists may resist the bait. They may recognize that refraining from suing deprives providers of the opportunity to defend and litigate the constitutional issues. SB8 gives “any person” four years to sue; potential plaintiffs may wait, hoping the Supreme Court overrules or modifies Roe and Casey, allowing them to recover without having to litigate SB8’s validity or litigating on easier jurisprudential terrain. If most providers comply—that is, if the law succeeds in stopping post-heartbeat abortion in the state—opponents might wait to target isolated violators such as Dr. Braid until altered constitutional precedent supports their cause.

251. Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief - Class Action, supra note 3, ¶ 91.
252. Braid, supra note 30. A provider also could announce an intent to perform a prohibited abortion, which is actionable for injunctive relief and attorney’s fees, but not statutory damages if the intended abortion is not performed. See TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 172.208(b).
254. See Stilley Complaint, supra note 31, ¶ 27 (requesting $100,000 while noting that the statutory minimum for money damages is $10,000).
256. HEALTH & SAFETY § 171.208(d).
4. Single Abortion, Friendly Plaintiffs

a. Friendly Plaintiffs

The solution is the friendly plaintiff—one not ideologically opposed to abortion so not strategically inclined to maintain the chilling effect on providers. “Any person,” unmodified by additional considerations or limitations, can bring a claim against anyone performing or aiding a violative abortion. The statute does not limit the cause of action to “any person ideologically opposed to reproductive freedom or otherwise wishing to stop the practice of post-heartbeat abortion in Texas.”

SB8 proponents and anti-choice activists decried friendly lawsuits as “stunts” or “plants,” abusing the cause of action in “bad faith, if not as a joke.” Texas lawmakers perhaps presumed plaintiffs would share their commitment to stopping abortion, but they did not write that presumption into the statute. “Any person’s” motivation for suing is irrelevant. A plaintiff may want money. A plaintiff may want to support abortion rights by providing the test case through which providers can defend and litigate their constitutional rights.

SB8 supporters argued that friendly plaintiffs lack standing unless they “sympathize with” the anti-choice movement, because they otherwise are not adverse to the provider. But litigation requires legal adversity, not political or ideological adverseness. It requires an opposition of competing interests established by law. SB8 establishes legal adverseness when the plaintiff is a person authorized to sue (that is, any natural or artificial person) and the defendant is a provider who performed or aided a prohibited abortion. Those adverse interests exist regardless of the plaintiff’s ideological position on reproductive freedom.

The friendly plaintiff must act as a legally adverse party without giving away the ideological game. She must proceed as an ordinary litigant asking the court for statutorily authorized relief, requiring the provider de-
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fendant to litigate its interests and to challenge the constitutional validity
and enforceability of the heartbeat ban. The plaintiff cannot do the pro-
vider–defendant’s job for it.265 One pro-reproductive-freedom SB8 plain-
tiff made this mistake, using his complaint to ask the court to declare the
heartbeat ban invalid and illegal.266

It is unclear whether SB8 supporters or lawmakers anticipated the
friendly plaintiff strategy. But it counters strategic and deliberate nonen-
forcement. Reproductive-freedom opponents cannot stand idle and rely
on the law’s chilling effect to make legal abortion practically unavailable
in the state. Sophisticated and ideologically committed advocates do not
want SB8’s constitutional validity to be litigated by someone who does
not share their anti-choice values. They must sue to ensure zealous adva-
cacy and that the task of litigating the constitutional issue is not left to
those who lack ideological commitment or legal competence.

The availability of friendly litigation distinguishes Ex parte Young and
shows why the Constitution does not require offensive litigation.267 The
opportunity for defensive litigation was not adequate in Young because a
single statutory violation might not trigger government prosecution or en-
forcement.268 The railroad in Young had no mechanism for forcing litiga-
tion through which it could defend. Providers have that mechanism; they
can guarantee enforcement and the opportunity to defend and challenge
the law’s constitutional validity by collaborating with willing ideologically
sympathetic but legally adverse plaintiffs.

b. Limiting the Friendly Plaintiff

Legislators might avoid the friendly plaintiff problem by limiting exclu-
sive, private-enforcement causes of action in two ways, although neither
achieves the desire goal. First, the legislature could define eligible plain-
tiffs as “any person ideologically opposed to reproductive freedom or
otherwise wishing to stop abortion practices in the state.” But limiting the
cause of action to those holding certain political views violates the First
Amendment by discriminating because of political or ideological view-
point in establishing legal rights or benefits.269

Ideological adverseness inheres in some statutory injuries. An environ-
mental plaintiff likely holds environmental-protectionist political views
and wants to stop mercury discharge into public waters.270 But those
views are not necessary to the cause of action. A plaintiff could seek a
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269. See Iancu v. Brunetti, 139 S. Ct. 2294, 2299 (2019); Rosenberger v. Rector of Univ.
270. Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Env’t Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 181–82
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remedy if the discharge of mercury prevents her from using and enjoying certain waters, even if she otherwise supports allowing hazardous-waste incinerators to discharge mercury without close environmental oversight.271

This becomes more obvious when the cause of action is not limited to those suffering personal injury. In our hypothetical racist-speech law,272 the likely plaintiff is offended by racist speech. But a person who agrees with the “all lives matter” message can sue, for the same goals or reasons as SB8 plaintiffs—for the money or to enable a simpatico speaker to defend and litigate his First Amendment rights. The law cannot impose an ideological or political litmus test as a condition for defining a right of action or granting a right to sue.

Second, the legislature might require that any plaintiff show some injury caused by that abortion. But narrowing the cause of action undermines the legislative strategy of creating a wave of lawsuits to bankrupt or drive out providers. Limiting the universe of potential plaintiffs limits providers’ legal exposure by removing the threatened avalanche of hundreds of lawsuits by hundreds of random people. The narrower cause of action resembles ordinary tort law273 or past attempts to target reproductive-health providers with medical malpractice and other civil litigation, which did not achieve what anti-choice advocates hoped.274

Texas Solicitor General Stone compared an SB8 action to a tort of “outrage,” where an individual becomes aware of a non-compliant abortion and it causes them moral or psychological harm.275 This establishes a unique injury that might be ideologically limited—only an opponent of reproductive freedom would suffer, and be able to plead and prove, moral harm or psychological outrage because a random doctor performed and a random person obtained a post-heartbeat abortion. But like the environmental plaintiff, “any person” could support reproductive freedom generally but assert outrage at a specific abortion, satisfying that added injury requirement.

In any event, that point is moot. SB8 as drafted does not require a plaintiff to plead and prove outrage or moral harm, does not compensate for moral outrage, and does not distinguish an uninjured anti-choice plaintiff from an uninjured pro-choice plaintiff. The legislature could narrow the cause of action in this way. But it has not done so.

B. DEFENDING IN FEDERAL COURT?

Challenging a state-law defensively does not necessarily mean proceeding in state court. Having been named in a private suit in state court, defendants may remove to federal court if the federal district court would
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have had jurisdiction and if the state plaintiff could have filed in federal court.\textsuperscript{276} Although remaining in a defensive posture, they can litigate in a potentially more favorable forum before a judge with Article III protections who has expertise in and solicitude for federal rights, while gaining a faster path to Supreme Court review.

1. \textit{Federal Question Jurisdiction}

A plaintiff can sue in, and a defendant can remove to, federal court when the action arises under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.\textsuperscript{277} The central defense for advocates and providers in SB8 suits is that the fetal-heartbeat provision violates Fourteenth Amendment guarantees of reproductive freedom.\textsuperscript{278}

But the “well-pleaded complaint” rule requires the federal issue enter the case as part of the plaintiff’s well-pleaded complaint; an anticipated federal defense to a state claim is insufficient to establish jurisdiction or to make the case removable.\textsuperscript{279} Although providers will raise SB8’s constitutional defects and its constitutional validity will determine the outcome,\textsuperscript{280} SB8 actions are state-law claims not within the district court’s original federal-question jurisdiction.

SB8 demonstrates a major critique of the well-pleaded complaint rule—it eliminates a species of case that, given the purposes of federal-question jurisdiction, belong in federal district court. Federal-question jurisdiction ensures a judicial forum with the necessary expertise, respect, and solicitude for federal law, rights, and interests. Federal judges, armed with Article III structural protections of life tenure and guaranteed salary and with a federal institutional orientation, better identify the appropriate level of enforcement of federal law and rights than state judges who lack those protections and who are more oriented to the local community.\textsuperscript{281} If the goal is to provide an original judicial forum to vigorously and competently respect and enforce federal rights, the procedural posture in which the federal issue presents does not matter; these underlying policies are implicated as much when the federal issue arises as a defense
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than as part of the claim.\footnote{282}

This reflects another way in which SB8 mirrors \textit{New York Times Co. v. Sullivan}.\footnote{283} Like the Times, providers face a coordinated campaign of state-court litigation and massive judgments, intended to chill locally disfavored-but-constitutionally protected activity. Both have meritorious and outcome-determinative federal constitutional defenses to liability, and it is clear from the outset that they will raise those defenses. And the well-pleaded complaint rule requires both to remain and defend in state court.

The well-pleaded complaint rule reflects federal courts’ reluctance “to insult state courts and state judges or to distrust their ability or willingness to understand and apply”\footnote{284} the Constitution. But \textit{New York Times} reflected a time and place—the Jim Crow South—in which insults and distrust were warranted.\footnote{285} The nationwide wave of restrictive abortion legislation\footnote{286} of which SB8 is part suggests a similar time and place with regard to the right to reproductive freedom. As the Times desired a federal forum to defend its First Amendment rights against this wave of lawsuits\footnote{287} so do providers desire a federal forum committed to vindicating the federal right to reproductive freedom. And as the Times’s First Amendment defense was not sufficient to move the defamation actions into federal court\footnote{288} neither is the providers’ Fourteenth Amendment defense sufficient to move SB8 actions into federal court.

2. \textit{Diversity Jurisdiction}

A second basis for federal jurisdiction and possible removal is diversity of citizenship, where the civil action is between citizens of different states and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000.\footnote{289} The first SB8 lawsuits were filed against a Texas doctor by non-Texans: one from Arkansas requesting $100,000 and one from Illinois.\footnote{290} A Texas provider might create federal jurisdiction by coordinating with a friendly out-of-state plaintiff to open diversity jurisdiction.

This strategy runs into several hurdles. The “forum-defendant rule” precludes removal when one defendant is from the forum state.\footnote{291} Be-
cause plaintiffs sued Braid, a Texan, in Texas state court, he cannot re-
move to a federal court in Texas after he was served. Providers might
overcome this problem if the friendly out-of-stater sues in federal court,
rather than beginning in state court with the defendant removing.

The diversity strategy becomes more difficult in a genuine adversarial
action by a reproductive-freedom opponent. Jurisdiction requires com-
plete diversity, meaning no party is from the same state as an adverse
party. The paradigm SB8 suit pits an anti-choice Texas “any person”
against Texas doctors, nurses, and providers operating in the state. And if
a Texas “any person” targeted an out-of-state provider or advocate, he
could include one Texas defendant, which destroys complete diversity,
adds a forum defendant, and precludes removal.

3. Lack of Standing

Unlike in New York Times, the well-pleaded complaint rule, lack of
complete diversity, and forum-defendant rule do not create the sole barri-
ers to removal. SB8 actions face a second insurmountable hurdle to re-
moval—lack of standing.

SB8 authorizes “any person” to bring a civil action. That person
need not have any connection to a particular post-heartbeat abortion or
to a particular woman who sought, considered, or obtained a post-heart-
beat abortion. He need not have suffered any physical, monetary, or
other personal injury. It is enough that he wants to file suit and obtain
the available statutory relief.

Such plaintiffs lack standing in federal district court. Even where a
legislature creates a cause of action and authorizes a person to sue, fed-
eral plaintiffs must show they suffered an “injury in fact,” meaning some
personal injury, tangible or intangible, analogous to recognized common-
law injuries. A court lacks jurisdiction to hear a claim based on a mere
statutory violation, absent further personal harm. And ideological ob-
jections do not constitute sufficient injuries.

SB8 actions recall the California litigation in Kasky v. Nike, Inc. State law authorized “any person acting for the interests of . . . the gen-
eral public” to sue over consumer misinformation, regardless of whether
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the plaintiff was injured. This cause of action was as broad as the one in SB8, although it retained public action as the primary enforcement mechanism supplemented by private action.\footnote{Id. at 249 (alteration in original) (citing CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 17204 (West 2003) (amended 2004)); Wasserman & Rhodes, supra note 27, at 1081.} The plaintiff, a politically active consumer advocate, sued Nike in state court for false advertising based on Nike press releases rebutting news reports about overseas factory working conditions; Nike argued that these statements, if false, were protected by the First Amendment.\footnote{Kasky, 45 P.3d at 247–48.} The California Supreme Court reversed dismissal of the action, holding that Nike’s press releases were commercial speech subject to less constitutional protection and regulable under consumer-protection laws if false.\footnote{Id. at 260–63. See generally Collins & Skover, supra note 156, at 965.}

The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari, then dismissed as improvidently granted, avoiding a significant First Amendment ruling.\footnote{Nike, Inc. v. Kasky, 539 U.S. 654, 654 (2003) (per curiam); Collins & Skover, supra note 156, at 966.} Justice Stevens, concurring in the dismissal, and Justice Breyer, dissenting from the dismissal, agreed that the plaintiff lacked Article III standing to obtain original jurisdiction in federal court, by original filing or removal, because he had not suffered any personal injury beyond the statutory violation.\footnote{Nike, 539 U.S. at 661 (Stevens, J., concurring); id. at 667–68 (Breyer, J., dissenting).} Like Kasky, an “any person” SB8 plaintiff lacks standing to file in federal court (not that someone ideologically opposed to abortion would want to do so) and defendants cannot remove because the action could not have originated in federal court.

The standing problem might resolve if federal courts must apply state justiciability doctrines in diversity cases.\footnote{This cannot apply to federal-question cases, as SB8 actions cannot “arise under” given the well-pleaded complaint rule. Supra Section IV.B.1.} Andrew Hessick argues a state-law claim that can be brought in state court should be able to be brought in federal court because federal courts provide an alternate forum for a permissible state claim.\footnote{F. Andrew Hessick, Cases, Controversies, and Diversity, 109 NW. U. L. REV. 57, 59 (2014) [hereinafter Hessick, Cases]; F. Andrew Hessick, Standing in Diversity, 65 A.L.A. L. REV. 417, 418, 424 (2013) [hereinafter Hessick, Standing].} This point gains strength if SB8 were amended to require outrage in line with a tort such as intentional infliction of emotional distress, which federal courts have long heard and resolved.\footnote{Gerber v. Herskovitz, 14 F.4th 500, 506 (6th Cir. 2021); Hessick, Standing, supra note 308, at 425.} Texas Solicitor General Stone proposed that some SB8 plaintiffs could have standing based on a state-law moral injury from that person’s awareness of a prohibited abortion.\footnote{Supra note 275 and accompanying text.}
C. DEFENDING IN STATE COURT

Absent rare circumstances, SB8 actions will be filed and litigated in state court and providers will assert their constitutional rights in a defensive posture there. But that posture does not prevent providers from litigating and vindicating constitutional rights. Even on defense in state court, they have state and federal defenses available to defeat claims, despite SB8’s intent to disadvantage them in state-court proceedings.\(^{311}\)

1. Standing in State Court

Providers want to focus on the federal constitutional defects in SB8’s core ban on post-heartbeat abortions; their litigation goal is a judicial declaration that SB8 is invalid as much as avoiding liability in that action (especially actions by friendly plaintiffs). But a dispositive state-law defense looms in the individual case and as to the overall viability of SB8’s enforcement scheme—whether the statutorily authorized “any person” who has suffered no injury and bears no personal connection or interest to any abortion has standing under Texas law. This is an essential piece of the procedural and jurisdictional puzzle. Texas lawmakers targeted providers with the cost, burden, and expense of defending a tidal wave of lawsuits and liability from random individuals throughout Texas state courts. If Texas standing law prohibits the legislature from authorizing random and attenuated lawsuits, that effort collapses.

a. Texas Standing

Texas, like every state, has unique standing principles applicable to its courts.\(^{312}\) These rules may be different and more forgiving than Article III’s rigid “case or controversy” requirement.\(^{313}\) While Texas purports to mostly follow federal standing jurisprudence and principles,\(^{314}\) nothing in Article III or federal due process demands that it do so.

In Texas Ass’n of Business v. Texas Air Control Board, the Texas Supreme Court grounded state standing doctrines in two provisions of the Texas Constitution.\(^{315}\) An express separation of powers provision,\(^{316}\) parallel to the unenumerated structural principles of the U.S. Constitution, precludes the judiciary from exercising governmental authority vested in
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other government departments.\textsuperscript{317} This provision supports the state judiciary’s longstanding refusal to issue advisory opinions, a power vested in the executive branch.\textsuperscript{318} An express open-courts provision guarantees that “every person for an injury done him, in his lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law.”\textsuperscript{319} \textit{Texas Ass’n of Business} found a personal-injury requirement “implicit” in this provision’s guarantee of a remedy for those injured.\textsuperscript{320}

Since \textit{Texas Ass’n of Business}, the court has borrowed familiar standing principles from federal decisions.\textsuperscript{321} It adopted the \textit{Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife} three-prong requirement of injury-in-fact, causation, and redressability for most state standing questions, tracing those limits to the twin state constitutional principles of separation of powers and open courts.\textsuperscript{322} Texas Solicitor General Stone emphasized the identity between federal and Texas justiciability principles.\textsuperscript{323}

The reality of Texas standing law is more complicated and less certain. Pre-\textit{Texas Ass’n of Business} precedent departed federal principles and has not been pulled back into the federal line in some areas.\textsuperscript{324} Texas grants standing to political subdivisions,\textsuperscript{325} to taxpayers,\textsuperscript{326} and to plaintiffs under certain statutes.\textsuperscript{327} The legislature may confer standing on individuals lacking a particularized individual injury that differentiates them from the public at large. “Within constitutional bounds, the Legislature may grant a right to a citizen or to a taxpayer to bring an action against a public body or a right of review on behalf of the public without proof of particular or pecuniary damage peculiar to the person bringing the suit.”\textsuperscript{328}

For example, an early 20th-century statute authorized “any citizen” to bring an action to enjoin operation of a “bawdy or disorderly house,” without requiring the citizen “to show that he is personally injured by the actions complained of”; the court allowed private litigants to pursue private actions for injunctive relief without showing specific damage to their
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person or property caused by the bawdy house.\textsuperscript{329} The state attorney general and local prosecutors retained power to enforce the law, applying the same dual-enforcement mechanism to bawdy houses that California applied to false advertising.\textsuperscript{330}

Fifty years later, the court upheld standing under a statute authorizing “any taxpayer” to challenge the legality of a zoning board decision, such as granting a variance allowing the erection of a large sign.\textsuperscript{331} The authorization of suit by “any taxpayer” (as opposed to anyone “aggrieved”) meant plaintiffs need not prove that the zoning decision diminished the value of their property.\textsuperscript{332}

The Texas Supreme Court has not issued a holding on statutory standing since \textit{Texas Ass’n of Business}. But its dicta implies that statutory standing works an exception to ordinary standing rules requiring a particularized injury.\textsuperscript{333} Texas appellate courts have followed that dicta and permitted legislatively conferred standing, such as “[a]ny property tax paying citizen” suing to enjoin a contract awarded in violation of the County Purchasing Act\textsuperscript{334} or “[a] citizen” bringing an action to enjoin a violation of the Antiquities Code.\textsuperscript{335}

Independent statutory standing in Texas renders standing more plausible in an SB8 action brought in state court. And it makes the analysis more complicated than parroting \textit{Lujan} and other federal standing law, as in the Whole Woman’s Health argument.

\textbf{b. State Standing and SB8}

Despite Texas’s broader rules, “any person” plaintiffs should not have standing to bring SB8 actions in state court, as the state Multi-District Litigation judge concluded.\textsuperscript{336} Again, however, state law dictates this conclusion, not the federal Constitution, Article III, or due process.

\textsuperscript{329} Spence v. Fenchler, 180 S.W. 597, 602–03 (Tex. 1915). A “bawdy house” was kept for prostitution, while a “disorderly house” sold liquor and employed “lewd” women or prostitutes. Id. at 602.

\textsuperscript{330} See supra Section III.C.4.a.

\textsuperscript{331} Scott, 405 S.W.2d at 55–57.

\textsuperscript{332} Id. at 57.


\textsuperscript{336} Order Declaring Certain Civil Procedures Unconstitutional and Issuing Declaratory Judgment at 46, Van Stean v. Tex. Right to Life, No. D-1-GN-21-004179 (98th Dist. Ct., Travis County, Tex., Dec. 9, 2021), https://www.justsecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Van-Stean-Filemarked-Order-Declaring-Certain-Civil-Procedures-Unconstitutional.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q6E4-7ZU3]. We agree with the conclusion about lack of standing under SB8, although we question the court doing so in an offensive pre-enforcement posture, rather than waiting for an SB8 action and analyzing standing then.
i. The Checking Function of Private Litigation

Prior Texas cases authorized citizens or taxpayers to sue to check government officials. Private suits ensured compliance with laws cabining government authority. Or private citizens acted where government failed or refused to act. The statute allowing private suits against the proprietors of bawdy houses began from the premise that elected officials failed to enforce the law against such places of ill repute, whether because of bribery or because officials were partaking in the services provided.

SB8 “any person” plaintiffs do not check government failure. They pursue a monetary bounty to act as the government and in the government’s stead in enforcing the law.337 No government failure or refusal created an enforcement gap—Texas’s executive branch willingly and happily enforces abortions restrictions.338 The state turned to exclusive private enforcement to make it more difficult for providers to challenge the constitutional validity of the heartbeat ban in an offensive posture, recognizing it would have been declared invalid and public enforcement enjoined under prevailing jurisprudence.339 This represents a new species of private state statutory standing, beyond anything Texas courts have allowed.

ii. Exclusivity of Enforcement

Prior grants of statutory private standing did not bar public enforcement or prohibit executive departments from pursuing their constitutional responsibilities.

The Supreme Court grounds federal standing limitations in the scope of executive power. Private enforcement of environmental laws, even to supplement public enforcement, interferes with the President’s essential constitutional duty to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.”340 But the Texas Constitution divides the executive power among state and local officials, none subject to unilateral removal by the governor.341 A supplemental private mechanism for checking abuse or failure by independent public officials is consistent with that divided system because the state executive department, however authority is distributed, continues the executive function of causing the laws to be faithfully executed.342 Delegating enforcement power responsibility—exclusively and unchecked—to random individuals defies that executive power. It also aggrandizes the judicial power by authorizing claims by plaintiffs with no
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justiciable interest. And it is boundless, allowing the legislature to follow this approach with numerous laws, eliminating state and local executive officials’ constitutionally mandated enforcement power.

### iii. Non-Texan Enforcement of Texas Law

SB8 delegates enforcement power to non-Texans—“any person” can come from anywhere, as demonstrated by the first lawsuits. But a non-Texan cannot perform a checking function on Texas officials. SB8 abdicates sovereign power to strangers, those without connection to Texas and with no interest in proper Texas governance or enforcement of Texas law, beyond a generalized desire for a bounty or an ideological objection (not required to sue) to abortion.

### iv. Implied Injury

Texas’ open-courts provision implies an injury requirement. Plaintiffs in prior statutory-standing cases suffered an actual (if generalized rather than particularized) potential financial or property harm—from the public nuisance of a neighborhood bawdy house, from a sign obstruction, or from an unlawful expenditure of county funds—that injunctive relief redressed. One appellate court recognized this point: “When the Legislature confers citizen standing, it waives the requirement that an injury be particularized, that is, distinct from the injury to the general public, but the Legislature does not waive the requirement that the plaintiff suffer any injury at all.” SB8 plaintiffs, whether opponents or supporters of reproductive rights, fall in the latter category of those who do not “suffer any injury at all.” “Any person” suffers nothing resembling a financial, physical, or property harm from a provider performing a post-heartbeat abortion on a random patient.

The statutory prohibition on multiple recoveries for one prohibited abortion demonstrates the absence of personal connection or injury between a statutory violation and any plaintiff. That is why Plaintiff A gets no remedy if Plaintiff B has recovered for that abortion—Plaintiff A needs no remedy because Plaintiff A suffered no injury. The remedy belongs to the state, with not even a shared injury to either individual. This is not sufficient under the state open-courts provision as interpreted in *Texas Ass’n of Business*.

---
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If SB8 plaintiffs lack standing even under Texas’s broader approach, providers face a strategic choice. They want a court to declare the constitutional invalidity of the fetal-heartbeat ban as a matter of federal law and they want the courts, especially the Supreme Court of the United States, to do so as quickly as possible. They might be tempted to avoid state and jurisdictional issues in favor of focusing and resolving the federal constitutional merits. But the court may not allow that because standing is a preliminary jurisdictional issue that cannot be skipped. And providers may choose not to skip the issue. If the state constitution prohibits the legislature from delegating enforcement authority to non-injured, disconnected individuals, SB8’s basic framework and strategy fail. That defeats all SB8 lawsuits and deters future state efforts to enact copycat laws.

2. Defending in State Court

Offensive litigation offers rights holders the twin benefits of interim relief through an order prohibiting enforcement pending litigation and speedy resolution through immediate review of the grant or denial of the request for interim relief. Defensive litigation does not offer interim relief—because the defending rights holder does not seek a remedy (other than defeating and dismissing the enforcement action), there is no interim relief to provide. Nevertheless, Texas procedure allows for expeditious litigation and resolution of federal and state constitutional defenses in SB8 actions, without placing a judgment burden on providers. While not as procedurally favorable as offensive litigation, litigating defensively in state court is not impossible (and certainly not a distinct constitutional problem), as state procedure enables providers to minimize the costs and burdens of vindicating their rights in court.

a. Motion to Dismiss

Providers can and will move to dismiss the SB8 petition as having no basis in law under Rule 91a of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, the state equivalent to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). A cause of action is legally baseless “if the allegations, taken as true, together with inferences reasonably drawn from them, do not entitle the claimant to the relief sought.” The constitutional invalidity of the law being enforced provides a proper basis for a Rule 91a motion, raising a pure question of law requiring no evidence. The motion must be filed and the trial court
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must rule quickly; providers have sixty days after service to file the motion, which must be granted or denied within forty-five days of filing. A quick motion and quick decision yield quick resolution in the trial court.

Given the heartbeat ban’s clear contradiction of Roe and Casey, a state trial judge adhering to her judicial oath and obligation to follow Supreme Court precedent must grant this motion and dismiss the case. Of course, Texas lawmakers designed SB8 to push cases into state court with the hope (and perhaps expectation) that judges will not adhere to their oath and to binding precedent.

b. Appellate Review of the Motion to Dismiss

i. Granting Dismissal

If the trial court dismisses on either state standing or federal constitutional grounds, the SB8 plaintiff can appeal the final judgment to the appropriate state court of appeals. The losing party in that court can petition the Texas Supreme Court for discretionary review; the loser in the Texas Supreme Court can seek review in the Supreme Court of the United States.

A trial-court dismissal reveals SB8’s perverse incentive structures. Recall that anti-choice activists and organizations chose not to sue in SB8’s first weeks, allowing the threat of suit and liability to chill providers unwilling to risk an adverse judgment, without giving them an opportunity to litigate SB8’s constitutional validity. Having sued and lost in the trial court, “any person” may choose not to appeal the judgment, accepting the loss but depriving providers of binding precedent on the constitutional issue from the Texas Supreme Court or the Supreme Court of the United States. And that loss may be one suit in a broader campaign. That “any person” may file a new lawsuit against the same or different provider over a different post-heartbeat abortion or watch a different “any person” file a new lawsuit against that provider over the same abortion.

Friendly plaintiffs again solve this problem. As they have the incentive to sue and to create litigation, they have the incentive to pursue appellate review. If the friendly plaintiff wants to help providers establish SB8’s constitutional invalidity, they will pursue that litigation to higher courts and to binding precedent on the constitutional issues, even if the result is “adverse” to the position the friendly plaintiff urges in litigation.

ii. Denying Dismissal

A trial-court denial of the motion to dismiss complicates matters for providers. Denial of a motion to dismiss is not a final and appealable decision.
order. Providers must continue in the trial court, prolonging the process and delaying resolution of the central constitutional question.

Texas law provides two mechanisms for immediate review of the denial of the motion to dismiss. One is a writ of mandamus, which is more available under Texas practice than federal practice. Mandamus is proper if the trial court clearly fails to properly apply the law and the benefits of mandamus review outweigh the costs, considering the facts and public policy. Given SB8’s blatant contradiction of Roe and Casey, a decision denying dismissal and refusing to declare the fetal-heartbeat ban constitutionally invalid constitutes a clear failure to properly apply the law. Public policy favors immediate review of the denial, given the potential for numerous identical SB8 suits and the serious constitutional issues involved.

A second option, more complex and time-consuming, is a permissive interlocutory appeal on a “controlling question of law” subject to a “substantial ground for difference of opinion” when “an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance” the suit’s resolution. A declaration that the fetal heartbeat prohibition is valid satisfies that standard—SB8’s constitutional validity is a pure question of controlling law that has not been judicially resolved, and reversal means the prohibition is invalid and the SB8 action must be dismissed. Interlocutory review is discretionary; the trial court and court of appeals must agree that the order is worthy of immediate review.

After the court of appeals asserts jurisdiction via either mandamus or interlocutory review and decides the substantive issues, the Texas Supreme Court can review that decision and establish binding precedent for Texas courts. The Supreme Court of the United States can review the state supreme court decision.

Texas procedure’s greater receptivity to nonfinal appellate review minimizes the objection and concern that defensive litigation is slower than offensive. A quick denial of the motion to dismiss plus broad interlocutory review of an (obviously incorrect) decision allowing the action to
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continue could allow an SB8 case to move through the courts as quickly as an offensive case. On the other hand, the discretionary nature of these doctrines and the political controversy surrounding SB8 incentivize courts to slow-walk these cases.

c. Abatement of Multiple Suits

Providers worry about the risk of multiple simultaneous suits by multiple non-friendly plaintiffs across the state. Although one plaintiff can recover for one post-heartbeat abortion,\textsuperscript{376} multiple plaintiffs can force a provider to defend multiple suits over that abortion. And if providers continue business as usual by performing all abortions, multiple plaintiffs may target multiple abortions.\textsuperscript{377} Obtaining dismissal and appellate review of one lawsuit over one abortion does not relieve providers of the cost and burden of litigating a campaign of lawsuits.

Texas offers a solution in the plea in abatement,\textsuperscript{378} in which a court may abate one action in deference to another ongoing action, considering the practicalities and “the interrelation[ship] of the subject matter of the two suits.”\textsuperscript{379} Abatement is not mandatory when suits do not involve the same parties.\textsuperscript{380} And appellate review of denial of abatement is under an abuse of discretion standard.\textsuperscript{381}

Abatement of subsequent suits offers an appropriate response to an avalanche of SB8 lawsuits. Every suit raises the legal question of SB8’s constitutional validity and the precedent established in the first action resolves or helps resolve others. That every SB8 plaintiff litigates public rather than personal interests strengthens the argument for abatement. Abating B’s lawsuit in deference to A’s lawsuit does not deprive B of the opportunity to litigate and vindicate distinct personal rights, as B and A act on behalf of the same public. This process lowers costs and allows providers to focus on litigating and prevailing in one case against one enforcer, as they might in offensive litigation.

d. Suspension of Judgments

A final monetary judgment against a provider appears unlikely. The trial court will grant or deny the motion to dismiss and either decision should be immediately appealed,\textsuperscript{382} if the losing “any person” does not give up. But providers may fear having to litigate to a final judgment in the trial court and incurring substantive judgments as a condition of seeking review. Following the trial in \textit{New York Times Co. v. Sullivan} and as the case wound through the Alabama Supreme Court and to the Supreme
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Court of the United States, Sullivan sought to collect on the judgment from the four individual defendants; the state seized and auctioned their automobiles and real estate to satisfy the judgment, driving one defendant from Alabama for a ministry in Ohio.383

Providers facing adverse judgments can suspend enforcement of the judgment pending a final “adverse judgment . . . on appeal.”384 This eases the financial threat of defensive litigation, as providers need not pay damages or may not have to comply with an injunction until they have exhausted all appeals.

This process is not costless, however. Providers must file a supersedeas bond, post a cash deposit, obtain an order of alternate security from the court, or enter into a private supersedeas agreement negotiated by the parties.385 The bond or cash deposit must be in the amount of compensatory damages, costs, and anticipated interest during the course of the appeal, not exceeding the lesser of $25 million or half the current net worth of the judgment debtor.386 The trial court may suspend injunctive relief pending appeal, with the defendant filing security to cover a loss or damage to the plaintiff caused by the delay on appeal.387 If the Texas Supreme Court affirms a judgment against providers, it can stay issuance of the mandate pending a petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court of the United States, if the state court determines “that the grounds [for review] are substantial,” and that “serious hardship” would result if the mandate issued and the Supreme Court later reversed the judgment.388

3. Raising Defenses in State Court

Channeled into a defensive posture, providers assert SB8’s constitutional defects as defenses to liability—a basis for the court to dismiss the enforcement suit or otherwise enter judgment in their favor, denying SB8 plaintiffs their sought remedies and protecting providers from liability.

SB8 purports to limit the defenses available to rights holders in state litigation.389 Providers cannot assert patients’ reproductive rights unless they can show third-party standing.390 This bars providers from raising the primary defense that the substantive ban on post-heartbeat abortion—prohibiting a large swath of pre-viability abortions—violates pregnant people’s rights under the Fourteenth Amendment as interpreted in Roe and Casey. Providers cannot avoid liability because the post-heart-
beat abortion was lawful at the time of performance under existing judicial precedent or court order. If the Court overrules Roe and Casey, “any person” can sue and recover over an abortion performed before precedent changed. This creates practical retroactivity—a provider may be liable for conduct that at the time could not provide a basis for liability.

Whether these limitations are constitutionally valid and whether they stymie providers and advocates in defending these suits is beyond the scope of this paper. For our purposes, it is enough that constitutional defects in state procedures can be raised and adjudicated in the defensive proceedings, with state resolution providing a federal issue for Supreme Court review. To the extent the limitations on defenses are constitutionally invalid, state judges must disregard them in SB8 litigation and allow rights holders to raise all defenses they are constitutionally entitled to pursue, just as state judges must disregard an invalid substantive claim-providing law.

4. Review in the Supreme Court of the United States

Pushing providers onto defense in state court does not thwart federal judicial review of the constitutional validity of the heartbeat ban and any limits on defenses. Defensive litigation delays the federal forum to the end of the process and shifts it to appellate rather than original jurisdiction, via review and reversal by the Supreme Court of the United States. But providers may not find this option satisfactory.

a. Time and Risk

Providers remain on the defensive, waiting for a random plaintiff to initiate a lawsuit at a random moment and perhaps in a far-flung Texas county. Meanwhile, they are chilled in the exercise of constitutionally protected conduct or must risk violating state law and subjecting themselves to liability as a condition of vindicating their constitutional rights. All to the detriment of patients seeking reproductive-health services. And the federal forum comes at the end of expensive and time-consuming defensive litigation through the three-tiered state judiciary, imposing the costs, burdens, and expenses of a longer state-court litigation process.

b. Discretionary Review

The federal forum is not guaranteed because all Supreme Court review is by certiorari; the Court will take the case if the Justices want to hear

391. See supra notes 62–63 and accompanying text.
Prior to 1988, the Court exercised appellate (mandatory) jurisdiction over state-court judgments declaring state law valid in the face of a federal constitutional challenge. The legislatively desired outcome of an SB8 suit is that the Texas courts reject providers’ Fourteenth Amendment defenses and find the statute constitutionally valid.

Such a case would have required Supreme Court review, making SB8 challenges a casualty of the Court’s shift to an all-discretionary docket. Critics argue that change transformed the Court from a judicial body to a super-legislature, controlling its agenda and seeking out and deciding “controversial questions” at a macro level rather than resolving cases at a micro level. The Court’s docket has shrunk for the past three decades, with October Term 2019 featuring the fewest argued cases since the Civil War. State-court cases declined as part of the docket following the shift to all-discretionary review, suggesting Congress and the Court succeeded in withdrawing these cases from the docket. The combination of all-discretionary review and the shrinking docket explains providers’ imperative for offensive litigation in federal court; with no guarantee of Supreme Court review, defensive state-court litigation does not ensure review by an Article III court.

Although discretionary, review seems likely in any SB8 case. A state-court judgment declaring valid a ban on pre-viability abortions conflicts with Supreme Court precedent in Roe and Casey, a common basis for Supreme Court review. Although not obligated, the Court often exercises its discretion to hear cases challenging the constitutional validity of state law, regardless of whether the state court accepted or rejected the federal arguments.

SB8’s procedural uniqueness might attract the Court’s attention, returning to the New York Times Co. v. Sullivan analogue. New York Times fit the Warren Court’s larger jurisprudential project of expanding
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First Amendment liberties in disputes touching race and civil rights during a volatile historical period. And the case involved dubious harm to a random plaintiff from an innocuous publication that did not warrant a half-million-dollar judgment. The current Court does not share a jurisprudential project of expanding constitutional rights to reproductive freedom—quite the opposite, as the Court may be receptive to new limitations on abortion, if not to overruling Roe and Casey. But everyone recognizes SB8’s unusual structure and its obvious constitutional invalidity under current precedent. Assuming the Court does not overrule Roe and Casey in Dobbs, it is difficult to believe the Justices would not address SB8’s constitutional validity when presented with a procedurally appropriate vehicle at the appropriate time—one originating in Texas court, litigated defensively, and coming from Texas’s highest court.

c. Finality

The Court reviews “[f]inal judgments or decrees rendered by the highest court of a State in which a decision could be had.” This requires litigants to exhaust the state judiciary before getting to federal court. The availability of the federal forum thus may depend on how Texas courts resolve the constitutional issues and when. It also may depend on how much Texas judges and the Justices wish to expedite this unusual case.

The simplest case is the most appropriate outcome under Roe and Casey. The state court dismisses the SB8 action; the losing “any person” appeals to the state court of appeals and state supreme court; and the state supreme court’s decision affirming the lower courts is final. Further litigation depends on the basis for the court’s decision. If the Texas Supreme Court decides the plaintiff lacks standing under state law, the case ends, as the state supreme court has the final word on state law. If the Texas Supreme Court resolves the federal issues by declaring SB8 constitutionally invalid, the Supreme Court of the United States could review this final judgment as to federal law, although some argue that the Court’s resources are not well spent on reviewing cases in which a state supreme court adopts an expansive view of the federal Constitution and
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declares state law invalid.412

The case becomes complicated if the Texas Supreme Court declares SB8 constitutionally valid and allows the SB8 action to proceed. The litigation is not complete if further trial-court proceedings remain on the merits of the SB8 claim.

The Court takes a “practical” approach to § 1257 finality, recognizing several categories of cases in which the Court treats a judgment of a state’s highest court as final when the federal issues (the only thing the Court can address) are final and reviewable, even if further state-court litigation on state issues remains.413 Two categories might apply to render final and appealable a state-court decision declaring SB8 valid.

The first covers cases in which the state court renders a conclusive judgment on the federal issue and the outcome of further proceedings is preordained, as where the party seeking review has no defense other than his federal rights and cannot prevail at trial on the facts or on any nonfederal grounds.414 Further state proceedings “result in a completely unnecessary waste of time,” delaying inevitable review.415 A typical SB8 action fits this category if the provider admits performing the challenged post-heartbeat abortion,416 as Dr. Braid did in announcing his actions in a national newspaper.417 He cannot deny having performed a statutorily prohibited abortion; his only defense is that he cannot be liable under a law that is invalid under the federal Constitution, a defense the state supreme court has rejected. His liability on the state claim is preordained; further proceedings waste time and delay inevitable, dispositive federal review.

The Court established the second, more controversial418 category in Cox. A sexual-assault victim’s father brought state-court statutory and common law privacy claims against a news station for publishing the victim’s name.419 The Georgia Supreme Court held that a statute prohibiting outlets from publishing such information did not violate the First Amendment and that a common law tort claim could proceed on remand.420

Although further state-court proceedings remained, the Supreme Court treated the state supreme court judgment as final and review-
able.421 The state court had finally decided the federal issue of the state statute’s constitutional validity and allowed claims based on publication of the name to proceed.422 Further state-court proceedings would cover nonfederal issues.423 The party seeking review (the broadcaster in Cox) “might prevail on . . . nonfederal grounds, rendering unnecessary review of the federal issue,” while immediate reversal on the federal issue precludes further state proceedings.424 And failing to immediately review the state-court decision might “seriously erode federal policy,” by leaving in place binding (within the state) precedent on the federal issue that might chill other speakers.425

Cox renders final and appealable a Texas Supreme Court judgment declaring SB8 valid and allowing the action to continue. The court’s determination that SB8 is constitutionally valid is final. Providers and advocates could prevail on state-law grounds in state court (such as by showing that no heartbeat had been detected or that a medical emergency existed), depriving the Supreme Court of the opportunity to review the federal constitutional question. Immediate reversal of the state court on the federal issue and immediate declaration that the fetal-heartbeat ban is constitutionally invalid ends the litigation. And allowing, even temporarily, a binding-in-Texas opinion declaring valid a prohibition on abortions at six weeks of pregnancy seriously erodes the federal constitutional rights of women in Texas and the interests of providers who serve them, who operate in the shadow of a statute whose validity is in serious doubt.

d. Standing in the Supreme Court

A potential standing problem looms for Supreme Court review. If an SB8 plaintiff lacks standing to bring the lawsuit in an Article III court,426 how can an Article III court review the judgment in that lawsuit. That is, if the case could not have originated in a federal district court, the state judgment should not be reviewable by any federal court. In ASARCO v. Kadish, the Court stated:

When a state court has issued a judgment in a case where plaintiffs in the original action had no standing to sue under the principles governing the federal courts, we may exercise our jurisdiction on certiorari if the judgment of the state court causes direct, specific, and concrete injury to the parties who petition for our review, where the requisites of a case or controversy are also met.427

In other words, the state-court loser, harmed by an adverse state-court judgment, has standing to obtain Supreme Court review of that judgment and the underlying federal issues. Given the state’s hoped-for course of
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SB8 litigation—a plaintiff without Article III standing sues and prevails in the Texas courts—ASARCO gives providers Article III standing to seek review of the state-court judgment.

But ASARCO may not eliminate all standing problems if providers lose on the federal constitutional question in the Texas courts and jurisdiction depends on the fourth Cox category. Such a case repeats the procedural muddle of Nike v. Kasky.428

The California Supreme Court reversed dismissal, holding that Nike’s press releases were commercial speech, did not enjoy complete First Amendment protection if false,429 and could form the basis for civil liability. The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari, then dismissed as improvidently granted.430

Justices Stevens and Ginsburg concurred in the dismissal,431 while Justices Breyer, Kennedy, and O’Connor dissented.432 Justice Breyer argued that Nike had standing under a synthesis of ASARCO and the fourth Cox category433—Nike was injured by a state judgment and that judgment had practical finality under Cox. Stevens rejected this synthesis as improperly expanding ASARCO. He argued that ASARCO creates standing in the Supreme Court because an adverse final state-court judgment works a “direct, specific, and concrete injury,” by “altering tangible legal rights.”434 But the denial of the motion to dismiss in Kasky did not alter tangible rights or cause a direct, specific, and concrete injury; it required Nike to litigate further to vindicate those rights, but without finality and thus without an injury to establish Article III standing.435

Their points of departure illustrate a potential problem for reviewing SB8 cases in which the Texas Supreme Court determines that the Fourteenth Amendment does not bar the lawsuit and allows the state-law claims to continue. That produces the same interaction of ASARCO and Cox—an SB8 action that could not be litigated in federal court has not caused defendant providers a “direct, specific, and concrete injury” beyond having to litigate state-law issues in state court. This might prompt the Court to deny certiorari, requiring providers to litigate to a final judgment in state court and reach the Supreme Court on the constitutional claims after complete state-court litigation down the line. That renders defensive litigation longer, more burdensome, and more costly compared with the offensive litigation SB8 precludes,436 to the detriment of reproductive freedom in Texas.

428. Supra notes 154–68 and accompanying text.
431. See id. at 656–65 (Stevens, J., concurring).
432. See id. at 665–84 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
433. See id. at 669–70.
434. Id. at 662 (Stevens, J., concurring) (quoting ASARCO Inc. v. Kadish, 490 U.S. 605, 619, 623–24 (1989)).
435. Id. at 662–63, 662 & n.4.
436. See supra Section IV.C.4.
Constitutional remedies—issued through offensive or defensive litigation—are limited to the parties, contrary to common perception. Courts do not “strike down” or “block” invalid laws; courts stop their present and future enforcement.437 And offensive litigation enjoins future enforcement not against all rights holders who might be subject to the law, but against the parties to the offensive litigation—defendant officials cannot enforce the challenged law against the parties to the case, but remain free to enforce that law or a similar law against non-parties.438

This is obvious in defensive litigation. Imagine A sues Planned Parenthood under SB8; Planned Parenthood defends on the grounds that the law is inconsistent with the Constitution; and the court agrees with Planned Parenthood that the law is constitutionally invalid and cannot be enforced as the rule of decision or provide a basis for liability. The court dismisses A’s lawsuit but does nothing more.

The opinion supporting the judgment functions as precedent that influences or dictates the outcome of future cases.439 But judicial precedent cannot prohibit another plaintiff from initiating a future SB8 enforcement action and attempting to litigate anew; it guarantees he loses when the new court adheres to that precedent and applies it to the new case.440 If a court has declared SB8 invalid in A v. Planned Parenthood, other actions may follow. B could sue Planned Parenthood over the same or a different abortion; A could sue Planned Parenthood over a different abortion; and A or B could sue Whole Woman’s Health, a different provider, for a different abortion. Each suit fails before a court following precedent that SB8 is constitutionally invalid. But the provider must defend the action, with the attendant costs and burdens.

This is not unique to SB8 or private enforcement. An executive official could ignore binding precedent and bring a new action under a publicly enforceable law if willing to lose in court.441 Public officials do not follow this course, deterred by political pushback,442 the threat of attorney’s fees awarded to prevailing civil rights plaintiffs,443 and the ethical obligations of government attorneys.444 This represents a problem under SB8 because private plaintiffs do not operate under the political checks that deter public officials. In fact, ideological commitments to stopping abortion

437. See supra notes 105–08 and accompanying text.
438. See supra notes 128–32 and accompanying text.
439. See supra note 132 and accompanying text.
440. See Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1125.
441. See id. at 1125–26.
444. See Wasserman, supra note 98, at 1129–31.
may incentivize A to file repeated claims. This lends insidious force to SB8’s prohibition on attorney’s fees against losing plaintiffs or in favor of prevailing defendants, where the claim is meritorious or groundless. 445 It removes the most significant deterrent of baseless private litigation. 446

E. THE PROBLEM OF NON-MUTUAL PRECLUSION

SB8’s elimination of the defense of non-mutual preclusion 447 merits separate commentary because the fear of this provision reflects the outrage— the hypothesis 448—and error surrounding SB8 procedure.

Historically, preclusion required “mutuality,” meaning it applied in subsequent litigation involving the parties to the first case and prevented those parties from having to relitigate issues or claims on which they prevailed or from having the opportunity to relitigate filed issues or claims on which they lost. 449 That changed in the mid-20th century, as courts and commentators recognized possible application of preclusion in Case 2 involving nonparties to Case 1. 450 Contrary to ordinary Texas procedure, however, non-mutuality does not apply to SB8 actions—a provider cannot benefit from judgment in Case I in litigating Case 2.

Justice Sotomayor identified this as one way SB8 makes litigation “uniquely punitive” for providers, because “if they prevail, they remain vulnerable to suit by any other plaintiff anywhere in the State for the same conduct.” 452 Justice Sotomayor imagined the abortion equivalent of Brainerd Currie’s train wreck—instead of a train wreck injuring fifty people and each injured person filing a separate lawsuit that forces the railroad to defend each, a provider performs a single abortion on which

445. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 171.207(i). Courts might retain power to impose statutory sanctions for signing a frivolous pleading or motion. CIV. PRAC. & REM. § 10.001–006.
446. The delegation of exclusive enforcement authority could mean SB8 plaintiffs act under color of state law and may be sued under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for injunctive relief, damages, and attorney’s fees. Wasserman & Rhodes, supra note 27, at 1079–84, 1092–94. “Any person” might hesitate to pursue further SB8 lawsuits, contrary to binding precedent, if in doing so he becomes a state actor subject to damages equaling the costs the provider incurred in defending that frivolous state-court lawsuit. Id.
447. CIV. PRAC. & REM. § 171.208(e)(5).
448. Colangelo, supra note 26, at 137.
fifty “any persons” file separate *seriatim* lawsuits that force the provider to defend each.

But the provider faces this burden under ordinary preclusion rules, not unique SB8 preclusion rules. Non-mutuality never allows a party to use the preclusive effect of a judgment against a non-party to the prior case, who never had a day in court or the opportunity to litigate the issues. 454 In Currie’s train wreck, if Passenger A loses her suit against the railroad, the railroad never can use that favorable judgment to defeat Passenger B’s and C’s separate suits, because Passengers B and C never had an opportunity to litigate their claims; 455 the railroad must defend each claim. Similarly, if “any person” X loses his suit to Whole Woman’s Health over Amy’s post-heartbeat abortion, Whole Woman’s Health cannot use that favorable judgment to defeat “any person” Y’s suit over Amy’s abortion, because Y never had an opportunity to litigate his claim over that abortion; Whole Woman’s Health must defend each claim. This reflects ordinary preclusion rules, in which a defendant may have to defend multiple lawsuits from multiple plaintiffs arising from the same conduct; 456 it neither departs ordinary Texas procedure nor deprives provider–defendants of procedural due process or effective post-enforcement of adjudication. 457

The absence of non-mutual preclusion under SB8 may deprive a provider of a defense in two situations, although neither imposes an extraordinary burden on defending providers.

First, imagine “any person” X sues Whole Woman’s Health over Amy’s post-heartbeat abortion, the court declares the heartbeat ban constitutionally invalid and enters judgment against X, then X sues Planned Parenthood over Barb’s post-heartbeat abortion. Second, imagine “any person” X sues Whole Woman’s Health over Amy’s post-heartbeat abortion, the court declares the heartbeat ban constitutionally invalid enters judgment against X, then X sues Dr. Smith, the Whole Woman’s Health physician who performed the abortion.

In both cases, the nonparty to the prior case uses preclusion against a party to the prior case. Such defensive non-mutual preclusion is permissible under ordinary rules—X had an opportunity to litigate the legal issue of the heartbeat ban’s constitutional validity and lost, so the defendant in the second action can use that judgment to prevent X from relitigating the issue. 458 Deprived of that preclusion defense under SB8, Planned Parenthood or Dr. Smith must litigate the constitutional issue and give X

---


456. Justice Sotomayor’s unstated concern is the limitless future plaintiffs, who outnumber the fifty people injured in Currie’s train wreck. That objects to the scope of the cause of the SB8 action, *supra* Section II.A.5, not preclusion defenses.


the opportunity to relitigate a constitutional issue on which he failed in the first action.

But this may not impose an excessive burden. Under ordinary preclusion rules, Planned Parenthood or Dr. Smith would raise preclusion as a basis for dismissing the second action. Under SB8’s special rules, either moves to dismiss, reasserting the heartbeat ban’s substantive constitutional invalidity as the basis for dismissal rather than preclusion. And the decision in X’s prior failed suit may have precedential effect (depending on how far X pursued that case), persuading or compelling Court 2 to agree with Court 1 that the heartbeat ban is constitutionally invalid and to dismiss X’s new lawsuit.459

**F. THE CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY OF FETAL-HEARTBEAT BANS**

Providers can litigate these constitutional issues and vindicate their constitutional rights in a defensive posture. It requires an initial legal and financial risk in having to violate the law at least once to trigger a lawsuit and potential liability, a less secure position than pre-enforcement litigation. It may require them to litigate multiple cases against multiple plaintiffs, expanding those costs, burdens, and risks.

But this is not unprecedented. Providers stand in the same position as the New York Times or Estelle Griswold—compelled to violate state law, at the risk of civil or criminal liability, and to defend in state court as a step towards Supreme Court review and vindication of their constitutional positions. Insisting that operating from this procedural posture denies judicial review460 or violates procedural due process461 denies this history.462

Providers fear defensive litigation under SB8 for a different reason—they will be unable to vindicate their constitutional rights. A decision protecting the speakers in *New York Times Co. v. Sullivan* seemed likely, part of the Court’s broader project of vindicating individual rights in the milieu of challenges to Jim Crow.463 Four years before *Griswold*, two Justices argued that Connecticut’s contraception ban was constitutionally invalid464 and a third appeared to await an appropriate application of the statute to say the same;465 Griswold and others could risk violating the

---
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law, correctly believing their rights would be vindicated.

Texas providers face the opposite prospect—a Supreme Court likely to declare SB8’s substantive provision constitutionally valid, whether by overruling Roe and Casey or by adjusting its abortion jurisprudence to make viability less of a constitutional dividing point. They fear, not without reason, they will lose and face substantial liability in defensive litigation.

But this reflects a substantive rather than procedural problem. Concern that they will fail on the constitutional merits and that reproductive freedom will be lost is agnostic to the posture in which they litigate their rights. A Supreme Court determination that SB8 is constitutionally valid means that providers lack a substantive legal right to perform (and their patients a constitutional right to obtain) certain abortion services, meaning they lack constitutional protection for statutory-violative conduct and can be subject to liability and damages for that conduct. That is, if there is no constitutional right to a six-week abortion, providers lack constitutional protection from liability. The posture or forum in which that issue is litigated does not matter.

V. CONCLUSION: THE BENEFITS OF DEFENSIVE LITIGATION

Reproductive-health providers, advocates, a supportive presidential administration, and reproductive-freedom supporters do not want to litigate SB8’s constitutional validity defensively. The desire for offensive litigation, especially in federal court, is understandable, given the benefits of that posture and the desire to litigate federal constitutional rights in a federal forum.

But the compelled shift to defensive litigation neither thwarts nor undermines federal judicial review. Defensive litigation of federal constitutional rights provides a common and successful recourse for constitutional review and for vindicating constitutional rights. Combined with limited offensive avenues, these strategies solve the procedural puzzles emanating from SB8 and its inevitable imitators.

466. Wasserman, supra note 291, at 59–60.